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Chapter 1

Multi-Layered In-Place Cortical Learning

Networks

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Autonomous Mental Development

Autonomous Mental Development [86] (AMD) intends to advance the AI field through the de-

velopmental approach, based on the mechanisms of perceptual and cognitive learning and de-

velopment in humans from infancy to adulthood. In AMD, the program that controls learning

and operation is called a developmental program, inspired by the genetic program that drives the

growth of an intelligent human being from the single-celled zygote. It is not task-specific — in

contrast to traditional, task-specific programs in AI and in robotics.

AMD emphasizes embodiment, autonomy, and task-nonspecific learning. In autonomous

learning, the emergence of behaviors and skills is a result of the interaction between the learner

and the environment. These behaviors and skills are not necessarily hard-coded to appear. So,

in an autonomous-learning program, the mechanisms of learning must then be entirely contained

within the program itself. Tasks will be learned as a combination of “innate”, or preprogrammed,

drives and values, and learning algorithms that interact with sensory and motor (action) experi-

ence in such a way that task learning automatically emerges, given a necessary set of environ-

mental aspects conductive to learning that task — such as a teacher.
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The learning agent’s developmental program contains all the mechanisms necessary for the

agent to learn all tasks it might need to learn, even tasks that the programmer might not have

thought of. In contrast, task-specific programs are limited by the programmer’s choice of task.

No matter how sophisticated a robot’s physical properties, i.e., sensors and effectors, it can never

use them to do anything beyond that task. If it desirable that the robot learn a new task, a new

program must be written. AMD attempts to avoid this restriction.

A developmental program must provide a broad developmental framework for sensory, cog-

nitive and motivational growth. In terms of design, it must be able to fulfill some difficult re-

quirements, such as incremental learning given high-dimensional sensory signals, real-time per-

formance, performing while being taught, and adaptation to unexpected environments.

1.1.2 Visual Recognition and Invariance

Our primary sensory modality is vision. We learn a large number of different categories and can

easily classify or identify an observed object despite a wide range of variations, such as position,

rotation, size, pose, lighting, etc. In computer vision, no program is currently performing at a

human-level. Most (there is some innate ability to recognize faces [56]) categories are learned

through our interactions with the environment, and we are able to learn a large number of them.

How are we able to learn so many different categories? How are we able to learn a new category

so quickly? How are we able to recognize something within the categories we’ve learned even if

we’ve never seen it before, or seen it in a particular configuration?

Studying the architecture of our visual system and the mechanisms of neural development may

lead to answers. Attempting to discern some reasons behind the architecture, and derive some

effective mechanisms for visual development is the topic to be addressed in this work. First note

that neurons in different areas of cortex appear to use similar developmental mechanisms [69], and

each area has a remarkably consistent 6-layer architecture ( [37] – pages 327-331). Could general

“cortical” networks could be applied to many different types of inputs (e.g., vision, hearing, touch,

or something more abstract)? Could these networks be applied to learn many different “tasks”?

Figure 1.1 shows some of the sensorimotor pathways through human cortex. All pathways

are two-way. Note the visual pathway is composed of two separate paths. There is a “what” path-
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Figure 1.1: Some pathways through different cortical areas for different sensory modalities. The num-
bers indicate the numerical classification of each cortical area originally by Brodmann [37] in 1909. The
somatosensory, auditory and visual information progresses through different pathways, converging at pre-
motor and prefrontal areas. The premotor area goes to the motor cortex, which sends information to the
muscles for action and behavior. Note the two different pathways taken by visual information — it has
been found that one pathway is for identity and categorization (“what”) and the other has more to do with
location (e.g., how to reach for the object – “where”). Figure by Dr. Juyang Weng.

way (leading to inferotemporal cortex (IT)) for recognition of identity. There is also a “where”

pathway having to do with object location. Why should there be two different pathways for what

and where? One might conclude that, for a particular object, the location in the visual field has

very little to do with the identity — where the object is seen does not raise or lower the likelihood

of its category too much. So, object class is, at least somewhat, invariant to visual field location.

And the opposite seems true as well: object location is invariant to its identity.

As neurons are known to selectively fire in response to certain stimuli, then one can consider

the brain to be composed of feature detectors. How these features are derived and what features

are best for performance is not explicitly known. A general problem addressed by this work is

that of learning invariant internal features from experience. In the brain, neurons useful for clas-

sification should fire in response to some essential aspect of the visualization, while remaining

indifferent to any irrelevant information. Learning invariant features from data was classically

done by the Linear Discriminant Analysis technique [17]. But how the brain learns such features

from experience is an open problem. Researchers such as Edelman [18] and Pfeifer [61] view the

problem of learning emergent invariant representation as one of learning sensory-motor correla-
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tions. In a recent result [43], it was shown that a mobile robot learned to detect object classes

from continuous visual input, primarily because of the robot’s self-motion. The slow-changing

stream of input was shown to be essential to developing the invariant representations through

Hebbian learning and firing rate decay. But that result was limited in terms of the complexity of

the objects recognized (simple geometric shapes). There must be a more direct way of deriving

invariant features. In this work, the effect of top-down connections — from motor cortex back

towards the sensory areas — is studied as a possible force behind derivation of invariant internal

representation. The later areas that may deal with more cognitive — higher-level — informa-

tion can supervise the earlier areas via the top-down connections to develop more discriminating

features. Discrimination means the irrelevant information for task performance (the noise with

respect to this task) is suppressed in favor of other relevant information. What is relevant and

what is not may be defined by the downstream areas. This work does not address the problem

totally, of course, but it may provide a piece of the puzzle. The general mechanism studied in the

later chapter on topographic grouping may have especial implications for understanding how the

brain controls internal invariance.

Invariance is linked with attention. The notion of invariance implies there is relevant and

irrelevant information towards the essential aspect of a class or category. And the irrelevant infor-

mation is somehow ignored (or it does not affect the classification decision too much). Attention

is commonly discussed in similar terms. The important information is “attended to”, meaning the

influence of the unimportant information is somehow lessened or ignored.

We are bombarded with a huge amount of input data through our senses, most of which is

ignored. How does the brain choose what is important and what is not?

1.1.3 Attention and Recognition

There is a very rich literature available in visual attention and recognition, but it is still an open

challenge to build a biologically plausible model for general-purpose vision, which integrates

both attention and recognition. As is done in the brain, attention and recognition should not be

handled completely separately (note the two pathways converge at the premotor area), yet many

methods handle them as such. Attention and recognition has been known as a chicken-and-egg
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problem: without segmentation of the visual information into important and unimportant areas

(enabled by attention), recognition is difficult (impossible as the problem size scales); yet without

recognition, attention is impossible.

Attention itself has been broadly thought of in two ways: bottom-up or top-down. In bottom-

up, or “saliency” based attention, selection of area is based on different properties of sensory

inputs, such as color, shape, or motion. The visual areas selected are sufficiently different than

others in the scene. Itti and Koch’s recent work [31] and NAVIS (Neural Active Vision) by

Baker et al. [2] are examples of this type of approach. Top-down attention, on the other hand, is

driven by context – goals, understanding of the scene, planning, etc. Tsostos [75] implemented

attention selection using a combination of a feedforward bottom-up feature extraction scheme and

a top-down selective tuning (of these features) scheme. Another method of “top-down” tuning

is exemplified by the Viola and Jones approach [79], in which a certain class is first manually

selected, and, given a set of examples, the program selects a set of “critical” Haar-like wavelets

that can detect that class well. It then uses the feature detection output at multiple scales and

locations as input to a cascade of classifiers for recognition.

The networks described here (and those that are proposed) integrate bottom-up and top-down

aspects. In learning, the hierarchy of features are learned (derived) from sensorimotor correla-

tions. In testing (operation after learning), top-down connections provide an internal temporal

context within which the next decisions are made.

1.2 Two-Way Hierarchical Pathways in Cortex

1. Hierarchy of cortical areas. Studies and models of hierarchical organization of the primate

visual system can be found in [53], and later [22] (see [5] for an overview). As a hierarchy,

information progresses from sensors, such as the photoreceptors of the retina, at lowest levels to

the motor neurons at the top. Each cortical area is placed on a certain level based on on the order

of the feedforward connections from earlier areas. For example, with the cells in the retina on

the lowest level, lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) will be placed on the second level, since the

retina projects primarily feedforward to LGN. For similar reasons, V1, the primary visual cortex,
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Figure 1.2: Partial model of a visual hierarchy, starting from sensor cells in the retina and progressing to
inferotemporal cortex (IT), an area important in visual object recognition. Information progresses through
these pathways and beyond and eventually to later motor areas (not shown). All connections are bidirec-
tional. Within each area are sets of highly interconnected neurons. A core idea behind MILN is sets of
neural areas on many levels, from sensors to motors. Figure adapted and modified from [53].

is placed on the third level. Note that, as in [53] and [22], multiple cortical areas might be placed

on the same level. Figure 1.2 illustrates this idea by displaying a partial hierarchy of visual areas.

Why is the visual system organized in such a hierarchy? There may be an inherently hierarchical

aspect to object recognition [26]. In MILN, neurons areas are arranged in a hierarchical leveled

way.

2. Importance of horizontal and top-down connections. Many artificial networks exist

that develop a hierarchy of feature detectors. There has been much attention towards those that

develop feedforward connections. Yet, in cortex, there is much evidence that the lateral (also

called horizontal – within the same level) and feedback — also called top-down – connections

have a crucial impact on the features detected by different neurons, as well as for overall function.

Kisvarday et. al. [35] showed that features detected by mature orientation selective cells in V1

quickly and dramatically changed if a group of neurons that detected orthogonal orientations

in the same area were suppressed. Vinje and Gallant [78] showed that when only the classical

receptive field of a group of V1 neurons was stimulated (i.e., neurons in the same area were not

stimulated), the neurons fired at a much higher rate, than if surrounding retinal areas were also

stimulated. There is evidence that the role of the feedback connections is crucial overall, being

essential to many tasks requiring visual awareness, such as segmentation between an object and
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its background [72], perceptual filling in [44], or awareness of visual motion [60]. This work

focuses on top-down and horizontal connections.

1.3 Biological Supervised Learning

It is not convincing that biological networks use different learning modes for unsupervised and

supervised learning. Most connections between visual cortical areas are two-way [22] – bottom-

up from the retina and top-down from later areas, where the final destination of signals are the

motor areas. Based on this observation, we proposed to use the same mechanism to perform

both learning modes concurrently. The effect of the supervised learning is to bias development

so that the features derived and the organization of the earlier layers is more effective for task

performance. Global invariance of patterns emerge at the motor level, while sub-pattern “soft”

invariance emerges at earlier levels. These soft-invariant representations can be useful for more

than one category (used in detecting multiple types of patterns). The resulting representation (fea-

tures) and organization is selective – or motor-biased. Selective does not mean it is task-specific.

A task-specific representation is “greedy” in the sense that it discards as much information as

possible that is not required for the current task (e.g., it only seeks to minimize error rate for a set

of input-output pairs).

A problem with networks that utilize such a greedy learning method is striking a balance

between stability and plasticity. Network learning models have faced a fundamental problem

arising from these two conflicting criteria: the need for long term memory (stable representation)

and the need for fast adaptation (to learn quickly from just a few input samples) while integrating

both long-term and short-term memories. This issue was previously characterized by Grossberg

and Carpenter [11, 24]. More intuitively, the learning of the robot’s “current” task should not

interfere with already learned tasks. This is called destructive interference [66], and is a known

problem with networks that utilize backpropagation and with support vector machines (which fit

a global linear function in the kernel space).

It is also not convincing that learning occurs independently, task-by-task. If there are sub-

skills shared among several tasks, then learning one task from this group should aid (e.g., make
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faster) learning of another. Also, a robot’s supervisory signals may not always be present. Yet,

it will be beneficial for future learning, especially at lower levels (i.e., primitive features), to

continue to retain and organize information even when supervision is not present. In a lifelong

(multi-task) learning framework, information irrelevant for the current task might be important

for future tasks. An efficient organization of experience is more important than optimal learning

of a single task.

1.4 Network Learning Algorithms: In-Place Learning

Every organism begins as a single cell, called the zygote. The genomic equivalence principle

states that almost every cell derived from the zygote contains an exact copy of that organism’s

genome, which can be thought of as a program which, along with the genetic regulatory network,

controls each cell. This implies that mechanisms of neural development and learning are coded

in a cell-centered way. This principle implies that the cortex of an intelligent organism grows and

develops via local processing, as a function of sensory signals. In a biologically-plausible artifi-

cial neural network, this implies that learning should occur in an “in-place” fashion, i.e., by each

cell. By in-place learning, an artificial neural network does not have a learning mechanism that

is outside the network. To more formally understand this idea, consider the following classifica-

tion of learning algorithms. The following is partially adapted from the paper “Dually-Optimal

Neuronal Layers: Lobe Components Analysis” by Weng and Luciw [82].

First, consider a simple computational model of a neuron (indexed i) having n synaptic inputs.

Its firing rate is modeled by

yi = g(vi,1x1 + vi,2x2 + ... + vi,nxn) = g(vi · x), (1.1)

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is the vector of firing rates of each of the n input lines, and the synaptic

strength — weight — associated with each input line xj is vi,j , j = 1, 2, ..., n. The function g

may handle under-saturation (noise suppression), or over-saturation. Traditionally, g has been a

sigmoid function.

There are many learning algorithms that aim to determine these weights for a set of neurons,
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using observations (data). In order to better understand the nature of existing learning algorithms

we categorize them into five types.

1. Type-1 batch: A batch learning algorithm requires a batch of vector inputs B = {x1,x2, ...,xb},

where b is the batch size.

The well-known batch back-propagation algorithm for feed-forward networks, the batch

k-mean clustering algorithm, the batch PCA algorithms (e.g., [39] [76]), the batch LDA

algorithms (e.g., [20], [70], [3]) and the batch EM algorithm [55] are examples of Type-

1 learning algorithms. The state-of-the-art batch algorithms for ICA include FastICA by

Hyvarinen & Oja [29, 30], which is among the fastest Type-1 ICA algorithms in terms of

speed of convergence and its high capability to handle high-dimensional data.

2. Type-2 block-incremental: A type-2 learning algorithm, L2, breaks a series of input vec-

tors into blocks of certain size b (b > 1) and computes updates incrementally between

blocks. Within each block, the processing by L2 is in a batch fashion.

The Extended Infomax algorithm by Sejnowski and coworkers [4, 47] is a well-known

Type-2 ICA algorithm.

3. Type-3 incremental: Type-3 is the extreme case of Type-2 in the sense that block size

b = 1.

Most per-frame adaptation algorithms for neural networks belong to Type-3, such as the

adaptive back-propagation algorithm for feed-forward network. The NPCA-RLS algorithm

by Karhunen [38] for ICA is a Type-3 algorithm.

4. Type-4 incremental and free of higher-order statistics: A Type-4 learning algorithm is a

Type-3 algorithm, but, it is not allowed to compute the 2nd or higher order statistics of the

input x.

Fuzzy ART [12] is a Type-4 algorithm. The CCI PCA algorithm [90] is a Type-4 algorithm

for PCA.

5. Type-5 in-place neuron learning: A Type-5 learning algorithm L5 is a Type-4 algorithm,

but further, the learner L5 must be implemented by the signal processing neuron. By in-
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place development, we mean that an (artificial) neuron has to learn on its own while inter-

acting with nearby neurons to develop into a feature detector. In other words, in an in-place

learning network, each signal processing neuron itself is embedded with its own adaptation

mechanism and therefore, there is no need for an extra network to handle its adaptation.

The Candid Covariance-free Incremental Lobe Component Analysis (CCI LCA) algorithm

used in the learning networks presented here is an in-place learning algorithm provided that

the cell-specific and experience-specific plasticity can be scheduled by each neuron itself

1.

What is the biological motivation for this in-place learning principle? It is known that every

single cell in the human body (as long as it has a nucleus) contains the complete genetic infor-

mation — the entire developmental program — sufficient to develop from the single cell into

an adult. This is called the principle of genomic equivalence [63]. This impressive biological

property has been dramatically demonstrated by cloning. As no genome is dedicated to more

than one cell, the animal developmental program (i.e., genes program) is cell centered. In partic-

ular, each neuron (a single cell) must learn on its own through interactions with its environment.

Any multi-cell mechanism is an emergent property of cell-centered development regulated by the

genes. Each cell does not need a dedicated extracellular learner. This property was called the

in-place learning property [85,88] — every signal processing cell in place is fully responsible for

development in general and learning in particular.

The five types of algorithms have progressively more restrictive conditions, with batch (Type-

1) being the most general and in-place (Type-5) being the most restrictive. As most data is stored

in precompiled datasets, many algorithms have had the luxury to operate as Type-1. But to be

useful for AMD, an algorithm must be able to deal with real-world data in real-time. No sensory

data can be explicitly stored for development. Thus, it is desirable that a developmental system

uses an in-place developmental program due to its simplicity and biological plausibility. Further,

biological in-place learning mechanisms can facilitate our understanding of biological systems.

1To better understand the biological motivation for “plasticity scheduling”: Cell regulated time-variant plasticity
is roughly described by the term “critical window,” which means an early developmental time window during which
the cortical areas are sufficiently plastic to quickly change according to inputs [23] [15]. While a cell ages, its
plasticity decreases, yet many mature cells still exhibit some degree of plasticity [14].
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Computationally, the Lobe Component Analysis technique used for neuron learning in this

work leads to the lowest possible space and time complexities of neuronal learning due to its

dual optimality. This is shown fully in Weng & Luciw, 2009 [82]. In contrast, all Bayesian

approaches (e.g., EM) require explicit estimation of second and/or higher-order statistics, which

are stored extracellularly. They require a complex extracellular learning algorithm (not in-place),

extracellular storage (i.e., square the number of synapses for a covariance matrix), and do not

learn using optimal update step lengths.

1.5 Multiple Layer In-Place Learning

Arranging multiple layers of LCA-enabled neurons from sensory information (e.g., pixels) to

motors (e.g., categories or identities) leads to what is called Multi-Layer In-Place Learning Net-

works, which are used throughout this work.

Structurally, the Multiple Layer In-Place Learning Network (MILN) is a set of cortical areas,

each containing a set of neurons, arranged in a leveled hierarchy. The hierarchy is from an area

of sensors to an area of motors, and the number of levels of neurons in between depends on the

implementation. The network operates at discrete times t = 0, 1, .... At each t, a sensory vector

x(t) ∈ X represents an excitation of certain sensors, and their firing rate is encapsulated and

projected to the next level in the network. Similarly, a motor vector y(t) ∈ Y , which may or may

not be present for any given t, represents an excitation of certain motors. The network performs

supervised learning when y(t) is supplied, for example by an external human supervisor, and

unsupervised learning otherwise. When a motor action is not imposed, y(t) is output by the

network.

This is a recurrent network. For each neuron i, at layer l, there are three types of weights:

1. bottom-up (excitatory) weight vector wb that links input lines from the previous layer l− 1

to this neuron;

2. lateral (inhibitory) weight wh that links other neurons in the same layer to this neuron.

3. top-down (excitatory or inhibitory) weight wt. It consists of two parts: (a) the part that
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Level l

Level l + 1

Level l - 1

to motors

to sensors

Figure 1.3: In MILN, neurons are placed on different levels in an end-to-end hierarchy – from sensors to
motors. A neuron has feedforward, horizontal, or feedback projections to it.

links the output from the neurons in the next layer l + 1 to this neuron. (b) The part that

links the output of other layer processing areas (e.g., other sensing modality) or layers (e.g.,

the motor layer) to this neuron i. For notational simplicity, we only consider excitatory top-

down weight, which selects neurons selected to increase their potential values. Inhibitory

top-down connection can be used if the primary purpose is inhibition (e.g., inhibition of

neurons that have not been selected by attention selection signals).

We simulate this analogue network through discrete times t = 0, 1, 2, .... If the discrete

sampling rate is much faster than the change of inputs, such a discrete simulation is expected to

be a good approximation of the network behavior. As it is meant to be run on real-world robot

platforms, this is a “real-time” network, so the length of each t depends on hardware and network

size. Within each t, every neuron does the same thing: evaluate its firing rate function g based on

the current weights and firing rates and generate its output firing rate. To learn, it updates weights

using LCA.
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Chapter 2

Top-Down Connections: Topographic

Grouping

A great mystery is how the brain abstracts. It is also unclear how motor actions alter cortical

representation. The computational studies reported here indicate that top-down connections from

a later layer (e.g., a motor area) to an early layer enable the early layer to exhibit two proper-

ties of abstraction: (a) responses from developed neurons are insensitive to irrelevant sensory

information (invariant information) but are sensitive to relevant sensory information for clas-

sification (discriminant information), (b) neurons form topographic cortical areas according to

abstract classes. Both properties transform meaningless (iconic) raw sensory inputs into internal

representation with abstract meanings. This chapter is partially adapted from “Topographic Class

Grouping with Applications to 3D Object Recognition”, by Luciw & Weng, 2008 [48].

2.1 Introduction

Later visual cortical areas include functionally specific regions in which neurons that respond to

many class variations are spatially localized. Specific examples are faces [64], localized within

the fusiform face area (FFA) and places, within the parahippocampal place area (PPA). Neurons in

the inferotemporal (IT) cortex, along the ventral pathway (also called the “what” pathway), have

been implicated in object recognition [71]. The mechanisms by which these abstract, meaning

carrying neurons arise are still largely unknown.
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Cortical neurons derive their representations via input connections from other neurons from

three broad locations: from earlier layers (ascending or bottom-up), from the same layer (lateral),

and from later layers (descending or top-down). In this chapter, the top-down connections are

shown to reduce the within-class distance of neuron responses in the neuron space. It is shown

that, when the neuronal input space is boosted via these top-down connections, topographic or-

ganization of neurons occurs such that they become spatially grouped based on what class each

can be said to best represent. We call this phenomenon Topographic Class Grouping (TCG).

Neuronal populations exhibiting TCG are more efficient for classification than those that do not.

They exhibit significantly lower error rates using the same amount of neuronal resource.

Top-down supervision has been used in network development. The use of the expanded input

including both input and output vectors for the Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) was briefly men-

tioned as a possibility by Kohonen 1997 [41], and was also used as an input to a Hierarchical

Discriminant Regressor (HDR) (Zhang et al. 2005 [95].) For the Attention-Gated Reinforcement

Learning (AGREL) network, Roelfsema & van Ooyen 2005 [65] regarded top-down connection

as a part of attention. In the laterally connected self-organizing LISSOM [68] and the Multi-

layer In-place Learning Network (MILN) [81], neurons take input from bottom-up, lateral and

top-down connections. For LISSOM, Sit & Miikkulainen 2006 [68] explained how a neuron re-

sponding to an edge, for example, can develop to receive top-down feedback from neurons that

detect corners including that edge in the next layer. In the work of MILN, top-down connec-

tions were meant to generate soft invariance from sensory input to motor output (Weng & Luciw

2006 [83]), were shown to improve the “purity” of neurons and were demonstrated to improve the

recognition rate and reduce neuronal entropy (Weng et al. 2007 [81]). In above three networks

with top-down connections, AGREL, LISSOM and MILN, the ways to connect top-down con-

nections are similar, although their weight update equations are not exactly the same. However,

why and how top-down connections improve the purity and recognition rates has been still largely

unknown.
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Figure 2.1: The network structure. Here, the network has three layers. The internal layer 1 takes three
types of input: bottom-up input from layer 0, top-down input from layer 2 and lateral input from the
neurons in the same layer. A circle in a layer represents a neuron. For simplicity, this is a fully connected
network: All the neurons in a layer takes input from every neuron in the later layer and the earlier layer.
For every neuron (white) in layer 1, its faraway neurons (red) in the same layer are inhibitory (which feed
inhibitory signals to the white neuron) and its nearby neurons (green) in the same layer are excitatory
(which feed excitatory signals to the white neuron). Neurons connected with inhibitory lateral connections
compete so that fewer neurons in layer 1 will win for firing (sparse coding [59]) which leads to sparse
neuronal update (only top-k neurons will fire and update). Figure created by Dr. Juyang Weng.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Top-Down Connections

In the primate visual system, neurons are organized into a rough hierarchy of layers [22]. Infor-

mation progresses from sensors, such as the photoreceptors of the retina, at lowest levels to the

motor neurons, which control actions and behavior at the “top”. Each cortical area is placed on a

certain layer based on on the order of the feedforward connections from earlier areas.

Many existing artificial neural hierarchies exist that develop as a function of bottom-up and

perhaps lateral connections. Yet, there is evidence that the feedback, or top-down, connections

have a crucial impact on the features detected by different neurons, as well as for visual aware-

ness. However, the developmental roles played by the top-down connections are not known. In

the object recognition area IT, there are many top-down projections from the premotor cortex.

Connections originating from motor cortex are considered supervisory, encapsulating informa-

tion about the agent’s movements and behavior. How this supervision via descending motor

projections could affect neural self-organization is the main subject of this chapter.
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2.2.2 Object Recognition from Appearance

These MILN networks are trained to recognize 3D objects. The input is raw pixel values, meaning

the appearance of the object to the sensing apparatus is the base representation format. In appear-

ance based recognition, feature detection is a central issue. Normally, the features used vary

based on application, e.g., features based on eyes, noses, or mouths for face recognition [51].

Other work used non task-specific, but designed features, such as the Gaussian function or its

derivatives [92]. The features detected by MILN are developed as a function of the data, where a

neuron’s bottom-up weight vector can be considered a feature detector.

In a seminal work in this vien, Murase and Nayar [57] also dealt with recognition of rotating

objects by appearance, where each object (class) was parameterized by pose and illumination

via its own (object-specific) eigenspace. The problem of object recognition then boiled down to

finding the best matching eigenspace using only a single view. That work, however, was task-

specific by assuming appearance can be parameterized by only rotation angle and illumination.

This network is not task-specific (nor vision specific), yet it can derive the invariant features.

We will show how the invariant feature of rotation emerges via the cell-centered operation of the

network. And as is biologically plausible, it handles all classes using the same pool of storage

resource (neurons). The number of classes is not necessarily known.

For this particular work, we handle each frame from input videos as a single vector, where

inter-pixel relationships are not considered (this can be called permutation invariant). This is

called a monolithic representation. It must be noted that, in cluttered and uncontrolled scenes,

monolithic image analysis is not effective due to occlusion. Additionally, monolithic represen-

tations may hold unimportant information about what is central to classify each object (e.g., the

background), and will require a lot more resource (maybe unattainable) to represent all the vari-

ations. Instead, local analysis is necessary. Recent work in object recognition has focused on

recognition via local analysis, such as parts-based recognition using an incremental Bayesian

approach [21] or the convolutional networks applied to object recognition [45]. The focus of

this chapter is to examine the efficient self-organization in neuronal input space due to top-down

connections from motor output.
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2.3 Architecture of the Two-Way Network

The network applied here is a Multi-layer In-place Learning Network (MILN) [83] [81]. So

that the system is biologically plausible, it requires in-place learning, meaning each neuron must

learn (develop) on its own, while interacting with other neurons, without requirement of a ded-

icated learner outside the neuron. This network is motivated by and within by the framework

of autonomous mental development [80] which incorporates challenging considerations in the

overall design. Other requirements include high-dimensional (raw sensor) inputs, incremental

learning, enabling supervised or unsupervised learning in any order suited for development, and

not constraining to learn any specific task. These considerations and others motivate the basic

computational steps of MILN.

Structurally, MILN is a set of cortical areas, each containing a set of neurons, arranged in

a layered hierarchy. The hierarchy is from sensors to motors, which interact with the external

environment. The number of layers of neurons in between depends on the implementation. It

operates at discrete times t = 0, 1, .... At each t, the vector x(t) ∈ X in the sensory input space

represents an excitation of the sensors via bottom-up connections. Similarly, a motor vector

y(t) ∈ Y , in the motor output space may or may not be present for any given t.

As a model of a cortical neuron, a neuron has bottom-up, lateral, or top-down input projec-

tions. Each neuron is placed at a 2D position in local – per layer – space, so that the distance

relationships between it and other neuron positions on that layer are known. For this chapter’s

networks, explicit lateral weights are not used – instead approximate methods of 3 × 3 neigh-

borhood updating and winner-and-neighbors-take-all fill in for lateral excitation and inhibition.

The explicit input to a neuron can be divided into just two parts: bottom-up input from the pre-

vious layer b corresponding to the bottom-up weight vector wb, and the top-down input vector

e (standing for “efferent”) corresponding to the weight vector we. The pre-response z from a

single neuron can be written as ẑ = g(wb · b + we · e) where g is its nonlinear (or a piecewise

linear approximation) sigmoidal function.

Laterally-inhibited (sparse) response – For all neurons in a layer, the pre-response ẑ =

(ẑ1, ..., ẑn) is a vector where ẑi is the pre-response of neuron i. A neuron’s pre-response is
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used for intra-level competition. The neurons with the k (e.g., k = 1) highest pre-responses is

considered a winner.

Lateral excitation and cortical topography – Since each neuron has position, the distance

from a neuron to all other neurons on the same level is known. We initialize neurons in 2D posi-

tion space, where each neuron is given two integer coordinates and are arranged in a grid. Lateral

excitation means that when a neuron fires, the nearby neurons in its local area are more likely to

fire. Lateral excitatory connections are typically shorter range than the lateral inhibitory connec-

tions [68]. Here, the lateral inhibition has an effect over the entire level, but lateral excitation is

local. The topographic map can be realized by not only considering the top-responding neuron j

at its location in the map, as a winner, but also its 3× 3 neighbors, which are the neurons with the

shortest distances from j (less than two in L2 distance). The neighbor neurons are added to the

winner set. A non-winner neuron i will 1) not update synapses and 2) have its response zi set to

zero. The next layer’s bottom-up input vector bl+1 = zl is set after this inhibition is done.

Top-down connections – How can neurons self-organize based on activity in the neuronal

input and output spaces so that a more effective (for task performance) internal organization

develops? One possibility is through the feedback connections, from later levels to earlier levels.

Since learning in the MILN network is based on Hebb’s rule, correlations are the driving force

behind learning. Using top-down connections in addition to bottom-up, sensor-motor correlations

can have a significant effect on a level’s organization. Assuming that the network samples the

world at a fast pace so that the response of each layer does not change too fast compared to the

temporal sampling rate of the network, we can use the output from the later layers at t− 1 as the

supervision signal. Denoting the bottom-up response vector at layer l at time t to be vector b(t)

and the response vector at layer l + 1 at time t− 1 as e(t− 1), we have a model for computation

for a supervised and unsupervised network, for each neuron i at layer l:

ẑi = gi

(
(1− β) · b(t) ·wb,i(t)

‖b(t)‖ ‖wb,i(t)‖

+ β · e(t− 1) ·we,i(t− 1)

‖e(t− 1)‖‖we,i(t− 1)‖

)
(2.1)
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The length normalization of b and e is crucial since the number of neurons in different layers

may vary greatly. It ensures the bottom-up part and top-down part have equal possible influence.

β is a layer-specific weight that controls the maximum influence of top-down versus the bottom-

up part. In this chapter, the top-down connections are disabled in the testing phase.

The maximum responding neuron and its 3×3 neighbors are allowed to fire and update: these

are called the winners. For a winner cell j, update the weights using the lobe component updating

principle using the neuron’s own internal temporally scheduled plasticity as

wb,j(t) = α1wb,j(t− 1) + α2zjy(t) (2.2)

where the scheduled plasticity is determined by its two age-dependent weights:

α1 =
n(i)− 1− µ(mj)

mj
, α2 =

1 + µ(mj)

mj
, (2.3)

with α1 + α2 ≡ 1. Finally, the cell age (maturity) mj for the winner neurons increments:

mj ← mj + 1. All non-winners keep their ages and weight unchanged.

Neuron plasticity – In Equation (3.4), µ(mi) is the plasticity function depending on the

maturity mi of neuron i. The neuron maturity increments every time a neuron updates its weights,

starting from zero. The sensory environment of neurons in the brain is not stationary, so neurons

must be able to update their representations throughout their lifetime. We use the following

plasticity technique, which gradually “forgets” old “observations” to prevents the learning rate for

new observations from converging to zero, while keeping the estimator quasi-optimally efficient

[88]. We adopt a three-sectioned profile of µ(mi):

µ(mi) =





0 if mi ≤ t1,

φ(mi − t1)/(t2 − t1) if t1 < mi ≤ t2,

φ + (mi − t2)/ρ if t2 < mi,

(2.4)

in which, e.g., φ = 2, ρ = 2000.

Imposed output – The network performs supervised learning when y(t) is supplied, for

example the currently viewed object’s label is imposed by a human teacher, and unsupervised
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learning otherwise. In the unsupervised learning mode, y(t) is also output by the network. When

the motor output is imposed, the response vector of layer-two is set. This is e in Eq. 2.1, in

which the component j corresponding to the current imposed object class j is set to one and the

remaining c− 1 elements are set to zero.

As can be seen above, µ(mi) has three intervals. The first interval, when mi is small and the

neuron is “immature”, computes incremental average. Increasing the learning rate α2 during this

period might be detrimental to estimation. Since learning rate is the highest during this period, we

wish to minimize the effect of any outliers that may occur, here. Within the second interval, where

t1 < mi ≤ t2, learning rate increases linearly from 1/t to c/t. The purpose of this interval is that

once the representation has stabilized, the learning rate is increased for faster convergence. In the

third interval where mi > t2, learning rate is prevented from converging to zero as mi → ∞
(and t → ∞ since t ≥ mi, always); — instead α2 converges to 1/r. So, synapses can update

no matter how mature a neuron is, as is important in open-ended development, where each mi

should become very large.

We concentrate on networks with two levels of neurons, used for classification. In a monolithic-

type network, each neuron on layer-one is sensitive to every element within the sensor matrix,

which has d elements (pixels). The layer-one bottom-up weight matrix W(1), is d×n (number of

neurons). Each neuron on layer-two has a bottom-up connection from, and a top-down projection

towards each layer-one neurons. When trained in classification only, each layer-two neuron will

represent a class. The layer-two weight matrix W(2) is n × c, where c is the number of classes
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and therefore number of layer-two neurons.

2.4 Topographic Class Grouping

2.4.1 Measuring TCG

As we have access to each network’s internal properties and developmental history, a neuronal

population’s TCG can be observed via visualization as in Figure 2.9. However, for populations

that cannot be visualized, TCG must be measured in some other way. The within-class scatter of

neuron response is a useful way to do so.

Class-response scatter – Once a network has been developed, a set of stimuli can be used as

input. The neuron responses and positions are then observable. The within class scatter of firing

for each stimulus class, averaged over all stimulus classes, measures how condensed the neuron

responses are upon the neuronal plane. For simplicity, we only considered the top responding

neuron to fire (e.g, see Fig. 2.8). The class-response scatter ω is defined as

Sw = 1/c
c∑

i

n∑

j

Ai,j

(
Nj − M̄i

) (
Nj − M̄i

)T
(2.5)

ω = Tr(Sw) (2.6)

where c is the number of classes, and n the number of neurons. Nj is neuron j’s 2D position

– a vector of row number (from 1 to
√

n) and column number. Ai,j weights how well neuron j

represents class i only, based on the probability that neuron j’s firing was in response to class i.

This was measured from the stimuli tested. Note that the weights in A are also normalized to

sum to one for each class. M̄i is the weighted central location of neuron firing for class i and it is

computed as M̄i =
n∑

j

Ai,j Nj .

The above process transforms the response data into a 2D scatter of (weighted) locations of

neuron response relative to the mean location of firing for each stimulus class. The matrix Sw is

the covariance matrix of this data, and its trace gives the sum of variances in the two principal
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component directions1.

Developmental purity – Each neurons “purity” of development can be measured by using

entropy. Neuron i developed in a pure way if its entropy of stimulus history is small. From

Eq. (2.2), it can be seen that bottom-up weight wb,i of neuron i is a weighted sum of input

samples which have been used in updating:

wb,i =

mi∑

t=1
α2,i(t)bi(t) (2.7)

where bi(t) are stimuli (samples) used to update the neuron wb,i and α2,i(t) are the corre-

sponding update weights. To measure the purity of each neuron, we define the empirical “proba-

bility” that samples arose from class j as:

pj =

∑
d α2,i(j)

∑mj
t=1 α2,i(t)

d ∈ class j (2.8)

Let the matrix P = {p1, ...,pn} be the matrix of probabilities for n neurons where there is a

distribution pi = {pi,1, pi,2, ..., pi,c} for each neuron. To quantify the “purity” of the probability

distribution for the i-th neuron, we have

εi = 1−

−

c∑

d=1
pi,d logc(pi,d)


 (2.9)

If εi = 1, then neuron i was updated using inputs arising from a single class.

Connectedness – A measure of connectedness γ will give indication how well different stim-

uli types (classes) are represented in connected areas. Let the largest output weight from each

layer-one neuron set the class of that neuron. A 2D grid of values in a range from 1 to c can

be created — an example is shown in Fig. 2.12 (which also used wraparound neighborhoods).

From this map, the connected components algorithm gives the set of connected regions, and each

region has a class and size. The connectedness measure γ for the network is defined as

1From the eigen-decomposition of the covariance Sw and using Tr(A) = Tr(BAB−1). We can see this measure
is invariant to rotation.
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γ = 1/c




c∑

i

ri∑

j

size(i, j)/li


 (2.10)

where l = (l1, ..., lc) contains the largest region sizes measured in number of neurons for each

class. r = (r1, ..., rc) contains the number of regions per class. The function size(i, j) returns

the size of region j for class i. If γ = 1, each class if grouped in a single connected area. This

measure is preferable over simply counting the disconnected regions since this also considers the

size of the areas.

2.4.2 Analysis of TCG

We are given a classification problem with high-dimensional input space, where the classes lie on

complex manifolds. Given a limited resource of n neurons, the manifolds are to be approximated

effectively using an in-place (cell centered) learning method, as is biologically plausible.

A neuron’s response is computed using both bottom-up and top-down weights and stimuli, as

is seen from Eq. 2.1. Eq. 2.1 can be rewritten as ẑ = g(ŵbb̂+ŵeê) where ‖ŵb‖ = ‖b̂‖ = 1−β

and ‖ŵe‖ = ‖ê‖ = β and further as a single inner product comparison between all its synaptic

weights w and current stimuli s, regardless of origin (bottom-up or top-down):

ẑ = g(




ŵb

ŵe


 ·




b̂

ê


) = gi(w · s) (2.11)

.

There are two parts of w and s – a bottom-up part and a top-down part. Due to the length

normalization, the top-down part of each vector is length β, and the bottom-up part is length

(1 − β). So, viewed as angular comparison, the top-down part can contribute up to β ∗ 45◦

dissimilarity, while the bottom-up part contributes up to (1− β) ∗ 45◦ dissimilarity.

As seen in Fig. 2.3, the top-down part of s contributes extra dimensions that separate training

samples based on class. As shown in Fig. 2.4, using top-down connections, only a small group

of neurons will have nonzero top-down weights after a few updates. For determining the next

winner, the neurons not in the initial groups are dissimilar from any training input from this class

by β∗45◦ since they receive no top-down bias. Without top-down supervision, meaning β = 0, no
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neurons receive any top-down bias, and the winner is determined by similarity in the input-space

only. With the top-down bias, the small initial groups grow into larger groups.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Two class manifolds in 3D input space (x1, x2, x3). There is strong energy along non-
discriminating direction. (b) Samples are mapped into a new space with extra dimensions from top-down
projections. Here, t1 = 1 for yellow class samples, and t1 = 0 otherwise. b1 and b3 are x1 and x3 after
normalization. In this new space is significant discriminatory separation.
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Figure 2.4: The top-down connections cause larger class groups to grow from small initial groups. Neu-
rons are initialized to early samples exactly (shown as x’s in input space). Without the top-down bias,
lateral excitatory pulling can be between the two manifolds. The top-down bias causes a member of the
initial group (already on the class manifold) to “recruit” other neurons.

Why should populations exhibiting TCG have lower error rates? Fig. 2.5 sheds some light

on why this is. After initialization, the bottom-up weights lie on the class manifolds, but there

are many neighborhood connections between the manifolds. When a neuron wins, it “pulls” its

neighbors. When a group of nearby neurons lie on a single class manifold, this pulling is likely to

occur upon that class manifold, leading to useful interpolation – within class boundaries. In the

alternate case, pulling occurs between manifolds, leading to high-entropy prototypes that don’t

lie on any class manifold. These lead to errors.
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Figure 2.5: Within the sample input space, we compare the two cases on synthetic data. The black
squares are neuron representations while gray lines show neighbor relations (non-diagonal neighbors only).
(a). After initialization. Since all neurons are initialized to the first inputs exactly, all neurons lie on a
class manifold, yet there are many between-manifold connections; (b) After training without top-down
connections (β = 0), led to a poor approximation; (c) After training with top-down connections (β = 0.3),
led to TCG.

A note on complexity: as an in-place network, MILN is necessarily a linear algorithm in

both training and testing. It is easy to see that the training and testing complexity is linear in the

number of neurons. Similarly, the training and testing complexity scales linearly with input and

output dimensionality.

2.5 Categorization Experiments

2.5.1 MSU Dataset (25 Centered, Rotating Objects)

Figure 2.6: Sample from each of the 25 objects classes. In the experiments, the training images were
56× 56 grayscale.
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Table 2.1: Error results for the experiments with 25 objects.

Neural Avg. error Avg. error Error
plane size without TCG with TCG difference
20× 20 8.13% 3.03% 5.1%
30× 30 2.62% 0.83% 1.79%
40× 40 0.63% 0.33% 0.33%

Table 2.2: Grouping results for the experiments with 25 objects.

Top-down Neural Developmental Class-response Connectedness
(β) grid size purity (ε) scatter (ω) (γ)

No (0)
20× 20

0.775 49.48 1.7
Yes (0.3) 0.814 6.58 1
No (0)

30× 30
0.785 174.84 2.3

Yes (0.3) 0.855 10.84 1
No (0)

40× 40
0.799 310.84 3.2

Yes (0.3) 0.919 15.08 1

25 small objects were selected (see Fig. 3.4). To collect the images, each object was placed

on a rotatable surface a few feet in front of a camera. The surface was rotated at a slow rate,

and the camera captured images sequentially and automatically, while the operator ensured that

the object appeared roughly in the center of the image columns. 200 images of 56 rows and 56

pixels were taken in sequence for each object. At the operator’s rate of rotation, the 200 images

covered about two complete rotations of 360 degrees for each object. The capture process was

intentionally not too controlled, so an object varies slightly in position and size throughout its

sequence. The images were taken indoors, under florescent lighting, and an umbrella was used to

reduce specularity on the objects’ surfaces. The background was controlled2 by placement of a

uniform color by a sheet of gray fabric.

Including an additional “empty” (no object) class, there were 200 × 25 + 1 = 5001 images

total. Every fifth image in each sequence was set aside for testing, so the other 80% were used

to train the networks. Grayscale was used due to color’s usefulness in class discrimination. Five

supervised and five unsupervised networks were trained for each of the sizes: 20×20, 30×30, and

2Due to automatic adjustment of the overall image intensity by the camera’s capture software, later background
color normalization had to be done. A program was written to do this.
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40×403. Training involved random sample selection over 50,000 training samples. Two types of

the networks were trained: the first type used excitatory top-down connections (β = 0.3), while

the second type did not (β = 0). The first case can be called supervised, and the second can be

called unsupervised.

Figure 2.7: Zoomed in portion of a weight map of a developed 40 × 40 neuron grid when top-down
supervision was used.

Error results are presented in Table 2.1 and grouping results in Table 2.2. We tried different

values of k from 1 to 10 for testing and reported the best results. The class and view angle could

“ideally” be represented by the maps so that each neuron is “responsible” for a single class over

a set of angles from about 5◦to 25◦, from largest (n = 1600) to smallest (n = 400) sizes. The

results show the supervised networks develop to utilize the same amount of available resource

better, shown by better error rate. Especially notable differences are seen when the number of

neurons is smaller. The per-neuron entropy is also lower, meaning the neurons are more “pure” –

updated from samples within a single class. The class-response scatter was significantly lower in

the supervised networks. All experiments using supervised networks resulted in a connectedness

value of one, meaning each classes representation was grouped in a single connected area on the

3For the larger (40 × 40 and greater) supervised networks, we scaled up in resolution to avoid neurons on the
corners that didn’t get updated.
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(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(a)

Figure 2.8: (a). Images presented to a trained network to measure the class-response scatter. (b) Bottom-
up weight to the neuron representing this class (“turtle”). This network was unsupervised. (c) Top respond-
ing neuron positions for each of these samples for the unsupervised network (d) Layer-two weight for a
supervised network (d) Top responding neuron positions for the supervised network.
final cortical sheet. Figure 2.10 shows a composite figure.

As a major within-class variation in this experiment, viewing angle is disregarded by the

discriminant features. That is, the cortical region of each object is invariant to its viewing angle

variation. It is important to note that disregarding viewing angle is not a mechanism built into

the network through programming. Such an internal invariance is an emergent property of the

network. Thus, other variations, such as lighting, vertical viewing angle, deformation should be

applicable but further more extensive experiments are needed to quantitatively study the effects.

2.5.2 NORB Objects

The normalized-centered NORB dataset [45] is one of several 3D object recognition datasets,

which is publicly available4. It contains binocular image pairs of five classes of objects (four

legged animal, human figure, airplane, truck, car), with 10 different actual objects belonging to

each class. The 5 training objects per class and 5 testing objects per class are disjoint. The small

set (used here) has 24,000 training images, and 24,000 testing images, over uniform background.

The dimension of each training sample is 96 × 96 × 2 = 18, 432. The images vary in terms

4http://cs.nyu.edu/ ylclab/data/norb-v1.0/
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Figure 2.9: 3D class probability maps after training with the 25 objects dataset. The neural grid size
is 40 × 40. The x and y dimensions are the two grid dimensions, while the z dimension is the largest
class-probability at that neuron (a). Top-down connections were not used, and TCG is not observed. (b)
Top-down connections were used in training (β = 0.3) and TCG is observed.
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Figure 2.10: Summary of experiments for 25 objects viewed from a full range of horizontal 360 degrees.
(a) Some example views of the 25 objects. (b) The bottom-up weights of 40× 40 neurons in layer 1 using
top-down connections. (c) The expended views of the bottom-up weights 6 × 6 neurons using top-down
connections. Each small square image corresponds to the weight vector of a neuron. (d) Without cortical
abstraction (without using top-down connections): the class probability of the 40 × 40 neurons of layer
1. (e) Emergent cortical abstraction (using top-down connections): the class probability of the 40 × 40
neurons of layer 1. Figure compiled by Dr. Juyang Weng.

of rotation (0 to 340◦in 18◦increments), elevation (30 to 70◦in 5◦increments), and lighting (6

different conditions). Recognition must be done based on shape, since all objects have roughly the

same texture and color. And as the objects rotate, many of the appearances change significantly.

The NORB classes are more general than those used in the 25 objects’ case, so they are tougher

to distinguish, but there are fewer classes. We tried unsupervised and supervised networks of size

40× 40 and 60× 60. We also tried using wraparound grids on supervised networks.

Results are presented in Tables 2.3, which presents best results at the different sizes, and 2.4

that summarizes the grouping metrics. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show some visualization results.

A very significant difference of error of up to 10.5% is observed when comparing supervised
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Figure 2.11: NORB objects. Each row is a different category. Examples of training samples are shown
on the left, and testing (not seen in training) is shown on the right.

Table 2.3: Error results using the normalized-centered NORB data

Method Resource Disjoint Test Error
K-NN+L2 [45] 24000 18.4%

No TCG TCG Diff.

MILN
1600 26.5% 17.68% 8.82%
3600 26.2% 15.7% 10.5%

Table 2.4: Grouping results using the NORB 5-class dataset.

Top Edge Neural Purity Scatter Connected
down wrap plane size ε ω γ

N N
40× 40

0.5 270.6 8.1
Y N 0.87 102.59 1
Y Y 0.93 171.01 1.24
N N

60× 60
0.51 635.84 13.8

Y N 0.89 174.79 1
Y Y 0.91 386.88 1.23
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networks to unsupervised. The supervised networks exhibit purer neuron representations, lower

within class scatter measures, and are all connected in terms of class (with the wraparound grids,

the connectedness measure should not be equal to one, but TCG can still be observed).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: 2D class maps for a 40× 40 neural grid after training with the NORB data. At each neuron
position, a color indicates the largest outgoing weight in terms of class output. There are five classes,
so there are five neurons, and five colors. (a) β = 0 (b) β = 0.3. These experiments used wraparound
neighborhoods.

 

 

0

0.5

1

(a) (b)

Figure 2.13: 2D entropy maps for the Fig. 2.12 experiments. High-entropy means prototypes are between
class manifolds, which can lead to error. Whiter color means a higher entropy. (a) β = 0 (b) β = 0.3.
Note the high entropy neurons shown here coincide with class group borders shown in Fig. 2.12.

Using the NORB dataset allows comparison. MILN compares favorably with other methods

that deal with input monolithically. See [45] for more details. MILN with top-down connections

outperforms K-nearest neighbor with the samples in input-space. Nearest neighbor requires all

24,000 training samples to be stored, while the supervised MILN networks only used 1, 600 and

3, 600 neurons. SVM had to use significantly subsampled data (it was too slow to train with the

original high dimensionality), with which is performs slightly better. The convolutional networks

(6.5%) observe a significantly better error rate, but recall that convolutional networks utilize local

analysis, and a fair comparison here is only with other monolithic networks. MILN is potentially

more scalable than any of the other methods, due to its linear complexity, and, in MILN, new

classes can be easily added on the fly. Each could be learned quickly due to resource having been
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used for function approximation instead of for discrimination only.

2.6 Conclusions

The work reported here showed top-down connections led to Topographic Class Grouping (TCG).

As far as we know, this is new. Further, the work explains why TCG led to significantly lower

error rates. Samples from different classes are far apart in the top-down-connection boosted input

space, allowing class groups to grow out of smaller initial groups. The lateral excitatory pulling

occurs upon class manifolds, instead of between them, reducing errors. In the MSU video data

set, these networks self-organized to represent 25 objects over many different views using a small

resource. It was shown that top-down connections led to developed networks that classified with

lower errors and the responses for each stimulus class were grouped. With the NORB data set,

it achieved a better result than K-NN using only 7% of the resource. The computational cost is

linear in both the number of neurons and the input and output dimensionality in both training

and testing. MILN using top-down connections succeeds in object recognition and is potentially

scalable for more complex real-world problems. It may contribute to a better understanding of

how intelligent systems can handle the general problems of invariance and attention.
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Chapter 3

Delayed Top-Down Connections: Temporal

Networks

This chapter has been partially adapted from “Motor Initiated Expectation through Top-Down

Connections as Abstract Context in a Physical World” by Luciw, Weng and Zeng, 2008 [49].

In the last chapter, it has been shown that top-down connections improve recognition in su-

pervised learning. In the work presented here, we show how top-down connections represent

temporal context as expectation and how such expectation assists perception in a continuously

changing physical world, with which an agent interacts during its developmental learning. In

experiments in object recognition and vehicle recognition using two types of networks (which

derive either global or local features), it is shown how expectation greatly improves performance,

to nearly 100% after the transition periods. Why expectation will improve performance in such

real world contexts is also analyzed.

3.1 Introduction

We use temporal context to guide visual recognition. Normal human adults do not experience

the world as a disjointed set of moments. Instead, each moment contributes to the context by

which the next is evaluated. Is our ability to utilize temporal context in decision making innate or

developed? There is evidence that the ability may be developed from a child’s genetic program-

ming so that it emerges several months after birth. From much experimental evidence, Piaget [62]
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stated that before they are around 10 months old, children do not visually experience objects in

sequences, but instead as disassociated images. Many of Piaget’s tests measured overt behavior

and could not measure internal decisions, however. Baillargeon [1] later found evidence of object

permanence, an awareness of object existence even when the objects are hidden from view, in

children as young as 3.5 months. It illustrated an aspect of the covert (internal) process behind

recognition. Evidence of this awareness in significantly younger infants is not supported. How

does this ability to predict emerge? Does it emerge from interactions with the environment (i.e.,

would a child in an environment obeying different laws of physics learn to predict differently?)

or is it genetically programmed to emerge at a specific time?

From the above, it can be seen that, after sufficient developmental experience, children can

generate an internal expectation signal that is useful for biasing prediction. The network basis for

generating this signal is not clear. Object permanence, specifically the drawbridge experiment,

may be a special case that can be solved through a set of “occlusion detectors”, such as those

found in the superior central sulcus in the ventral visual pathway [2]. How the brain creates pre-

diction signals in general relates to the fundamental question of how the brain represents time.

Buonomano [7] discussed the two prevalent views of how this may be – “labeled lines”, in which

each neuron’s firing can represent events on different timescales, or “population clocks”, where

the temporal information is represented by the overall population dynamics of local neural cir-

cuits. In the latter, each individual neuron carries little timing information. These local circuits

have many feedforward and feedback internal connections, but also connections from other areas,

where external events arise and perturb this network’s (circuit’s) state.

The network models we present here are similar to the types of local circuits discussed by

Buonomano. A key difference is the external stimulus originates from the external environment,

as they are images. And the output of the networks controls an agent’s behavior. But internally,

they are guided by Hebbian rules and competitive inhibition, arranged in multiple layers, and

connected through feedforward, lateral, and feedback connections. Feedback connections1 are

prevalent throughout all areas of the cortex, and there are short-range and long-range feedback.

This chapter introduces the new mechanism of expectation in the context of these cortical neural

1These are also called top-down connections, since we formulate with the motors at the top and sensors at the
bottom.
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network circuits, which are connected to external sensors (camera) and motors (output tokens,

or labels). Expectation is carried out by delayed feedback connections. The application area is

classification problems in object recognition. However, these networks are general purpose –

not task-specific to object recognition – and can handle any type of input signal. The power of

expectation to lead to a better recognition rate is studied and shown through experiments.

Computational mechanisms to develop object permanence were presented in [89], using a

incremental hierarchical regressor (not biologically plausible). That work introduced the priming

mechanism, by which the next sensory context and action was predicted by the robot, and this

prediction could be compared to the actual next events as a way to measure novelty. Priming

was formulated as a one-frame prediction regression problem, with a prototype updating queue

used for longer prediction. In [43], a decay function was applied to neuron firing rate, thereby

imposing continuity from one frame to the next. In [6], a local interconnected circuit model that

learned to represent different timescales was presented. A key aspect to their ability to learn time

temporally was their short-term synaptic plasticity.

This is the first time where the effect of internally generated expectation has been studied for

a biologically-plausible (e.g., each neuron adapts via Hebbian rules) end-to-end network, applied

to a practical engineering problem – object recognition. The top-down connections are naturally,

within the context of cortical processing, extended to provide an expectation signal for the next

output. This chapter shows how this improves performance over networks not utilizing expecta-

tion when the input streams follows the laws of temporal continuity. Networks that develop both

global (entire image) and local (image part) features are tested, and it is shown that expectation

greatly improves the performance.

3.2 Architecture of the Temporal Two-Way Network

The networks applied here are modeled after those developed in previous work [81]. It adds the

new expectation capability to the network type from the previous chapter [48]. That network is

called monolithic, or global, since each neuron that is connected to the sensory layer takes input

from every single sensory component. A second network type, called local, is presented in section
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Figure 3.1: Architecture diagram of the networks studied in this chapter, which also introduces some
notation. Applied to visual class recognition, I(t) is an image from a discrete video sequence, represented
as bottom-up activity b(t) to layer-one. The layer-one neural grid performs top-down controlled feature
extraction and detection, while the output of layer two is used in output control (e.g., class recognized).
The pre competition responses are denoted as ẑ(1)(t) and ẑ(2)(t). After lateral inhibition and smoothing,
the layers’ firing rates are z(1)(t) and z(2)(t). The delayed expectation signal is the layer-two response is
fed back to layer-one after a one-frame delay z(2)(t− 1).

Figure 3.2: A more intuitive way to show the above architecture. Figure created by Dr. Juyang Weng.
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3.4, also with expectation capability. Both these types of networks are motivated by and are for

use in Autonomous Mental Development [86] (AMD).

Structurally, there is a set of cortical layers. Each layer is a set of neurons, arranged in a

grid on a 2D plane, with equal distance between any two adjacent (non-diagonal) neurons. The

system is end-to-end – from sensors to motors, or output labels in the case of classification. The

number of layers in between the sensors and motors depends on the implementation. Here we deal

with networks having three layers, with a sensor (pixel) layer, a layer-one that performs feature

extraction and detection from images, guided by the top-down response from layer-two, and a

layer-two that performs feature extraction and detection from the response from layer-one. The

firing rate of layer-two neurons controls the overall output – the current classification decision.

As a model of a cortical neuron, a neuron has bottom-up, lateral, and top-down input pro-

jections. We do not use explicit lateral connections in this chapter, but instead make use of

approximate methods for ease of use and computational reasons. The explicit input to a neuron

can be divided into two parts: bottom-up input activity from the previous layer and the top-down

input activity from the next layer. Its sensitivity is modeled by a weight for each axonal input line

from the bottom-up and top-down.

A network operates at discrete times t = 0, 1, ...2. The outside stimulus is an image stream.

So, at each time, there is an image I(t), which becomes represented as an activity vector b(t) from

the sensor array (pixels), considered as layer zero. The following is the algorithm for computation

in the globally connected version of the networks.

1. Pre-response – Neuron i’s on layer-one computes its pre-competitive response ẑi – called

pre-response, linearly from the bottom-up part and top-down part

ẑi(t) = (1− α) ·
b(t) ·w(1)

b,i (t)

‖b(t)‖ ‖w(1)
b,i (t)‖

+ α ·
z(2)(t− 1) ·w(1)

e,i (t)

‖z(2)(t− 1)‖‖w(1)
e,i (t)‖

(3.1)

2Unless it is necessary, we will not include time such as (t) in all the following equations.
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where w
(1)
b,i (t) and w

(1)
e,i (t) are this neuron’s bottom-up and top-down weight vectors, respectively,

and z(2)(t − 1) is the firing rates of layer-two neurons from the last time step. The expectation

parameter α is discussed in detail later. We do not utilize linear or non-linear function g, such as

a sigmoidal, on firing rate in this chapter. A key difference between this network type and the one

in the last chapter is that the top-down connections are enabled in both training (learning) and

testing (performance) phases.

jj-1 j+1Layer:

fan-in fan-out

Figure 3.3: In a general multi-layer network, each neuron has bottom-up and top-down connections to
and from itself. The fan-in weight vector deals with bottom-up sensitivity while the fan-out weight deals
with top-down sensitivity. In the model presented here, the weights are shared among each two-way weight
pairs.

2. Competition via Lateral Inhibition – A neuron’s pre-response is used for intra-level com-

petition. The neurons with the k(1) highest pre-responses are considered winners. The others

are inhibited. The top pre-response η = argmaxẑi
ẑ
(1)
i . Rank the pre-responses ri = rank(ẑ

(1)
i )

where the rank function is defined such that rη = 1. Then, the response z
(1)
i of a neuron is

z
(1)
i = s(ri) ẑi where

s(ri) =





1/η if 1 ≤ ri ≤ k(1),

0 if ri > k(1),
(3.2)

and this ensures the maximum response is one and the next highest k−1 are scaled appropriately.

3. Smoothing via Lateral Excitation – Lateral excitation means that when a neuron fires, the

nearby neurons in its local area are more likely to fire. This leads to a smoother representational

map. The topographic map can be realized by not only considering a nonzero-responding neuron

i as a winner, but also its 3× 3 neighbors, which are the neurons with the shortest distances from

i (less than two). To realize lateral excitation, take neuron j that is a neighbor of a neuron i with

a non-zero response, then set the response of neuron j to z
(1)
j = h(dij) where dij is the distance

between the neurons and h is a neighborhood response function. However, do not do this if this
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will actually decrease z
(1)
j .

4. Hebbian Updating with LCA – After inhibition, all neurons with non-zero response – these

are called the winners – are allowed to fire and update their synapses. We use an updating tech-

nique called lobe component analysis [88]. See the appendix for details.

Motor layer – Layer two develops using the same four steps as the above, but there is not

top-down input, so Eq. 3.1 does not have a top-down part. The response z(2) is computed in

the same way otherwise, with its own parameter k(2) controlling the number of non-inhibited

neurons. z(2)(t) will go on to affect the layer-one response at time t + 1.

When the network is being trained, z(2) is imposed originating from outside (e.g., by a

teacher). In a classification problem, there are c layer-two neurons and c possible object classes.

The true class being viewed is known by the teacher, who communicates this to the system.

Through an internal process, the firing rate of the neuron corresponding to the true class is set to

one, and all others set to zero. Note that this will effect the next frame’s training, so it is essential

to have repetition in class sequence.

3.3 Analysis of Temporal Networks

3.3.1 Decaying Temporal Context

In Eq. 3.1, α controls the maximum influence of top-down versus the bottom-up part. This

bottom-up, top-down coupling is not new [48]. The novelty for this chapter is that a nonzero

top-down parameter (α > 0) is used in the testing phase. This simple modification creates a

temporally sensitive network for use over realistic video streams.

How does the expectation-enabled network take into account past data? Layer-one maps an

image b(t) ∈ X to a response vector z(1)(t) ∈ Z . The layer-one function

z(1)(t) = L1(b(t),M(t)) (3.3)

where M(t) is the “mental state” of the network.

In expectation networks, old data gets integrated into the current state, even if the weights are
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frozen3, thereby “hashing” temporal information into spatial. For a network without expectation

and frozen weights, the mental state is constant M(t) = {W(1),W(2)} . In this case, L1 always

maps bi to the same point in Z .

For a network with expectation, the mental state is M(t) = {W(1),W(2), z(2)(t − 1)}. The

effect of an image at t− 1 persists within the network, transformed to z(2)(t− 1). It contributes

to the next response at a level α. Therefore, for each new image frame, the effect of the old one

decays multiplied by α. That leads to the following property:

Property 1 The effect on the current network state of an image encountered at t−n is measured

as αn.

When α = 1, the network state disregards subsequent image frames entirely. When α = 0,

the network operates in a frame-independent way4.

3.3.2 Centered Object Recognition

We assume there is a single object centered within the field of view of the agent. Scenes with

multiple objects or an object that greatly varies its location through time (within the scene) are

out of the scope of this chapter. The true state the agent is attempting to determine is what type

of object it is, e.g., the true label y∗(t). This label is known to a nearby teacher, who can interact

with the system to provide it (teaching). However, it is desirable the system learn to accurately

identify the objects itself.

Why should expectation improve the performance? Each layer-two neuron defines a region

in Z , centered on the lobe components that are the columns of W(2) (see Appendix). A layer-

one response z(1) is simply classified based on which region it falls into. But these decision

boundaries in the response space may not be accurate due to several factors such as too few

neurons, or poor features. This means that the response distribution from class i versus class j

may not be linearly separable.

3Weight freezing is often done when it is known the system is going into “testing phase”
4Note the above depends on a large enough k(1) and k(2). Further study is needed to quantify the effect of these

inhibition parameters.
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From Eq. 3.1 it can be seen that, when α = 1, the response z(1)(t) will be a linear combi-

nation of the layer-two lobe component directions, where the coefficients come from z(2)(t− 1).

This is due to the shared weights between layer-one top-down and layer-two bottom up weights.

If coefficient j is one and the rest zero, for example, the layer-one response will be exactly the

lobe component direction corresponding to class j.

The two parts of Eq. 3.1 each lead to different points in Z . The bottom-up part (if α = 0)

gives the networks response without considering past images – unit vector z
(1)
B (t). The top-down

part (if α = 1) gives a linear combination of class centers in response space – unit vector z
(1)
T (t).

Assume expectation is biased for a particular class. Then it “pulls” z
(1)
B (t) towards the layer-

two lobe component representing that class. Since expectation takes into account the recent class

history the most, the performance will be best when the probability that the next image contains

the same class is high. This is called the temporal continuity principle. Under temporal continu-

ity, expectation will reduce the effect of outlying points across the wrong decision boundary by

pulling them back towards the class center, leading to more correct classifications.

A remaining issue is the transitions from one class to the next. If the features derived provide

distributions in Z that are mostly apart, the system will transition to the correct class with few

errors. If the class distributions are mixed up, or α is set too high, there will be errors, and perhaps

“hallucinations”, where the system never adapts to output the correct class.

3.4 Recognition Experiments Using Temporal Context

3.4.1 Classifying the Views from the MSU 25-Object Data Set

As in the previous chapter, the MSU 25-Object data set was used. We trained networks with

20 × 20 neurons over ten epochs using α = 0.3 in the training phase. The images were trained

in sequences, with a few empty (no object) frames in between each sequence to mimic an object

being placed and taken away. The disjoint images were tested after each epoch, also presented

in sequences each in between a few empty frames, under varying network conditions5. Figure

5We found it was best to set k(1) = k(2) = 1 in training, but to increase them in testing. They were held constant
at k(1) = 15, k(2) = 8 for the tests.
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Figure 3.4: Sample(s) from each of the 25 objects classes, also showing some rotation. In the experiments,
the training images were 56× 56 and grayscale.

3.5(a) shows the effect of different α in testing after 5 epochs. It can be seen that expectation

leads to perfect performance after the transition periods. Figure 3.5(b) measures how training

the same sequences over and over again can help performance. It helps a lot to see the same

sequence at least twice. Figure 3.6 shows how the transition period is affected by α. Increasing

expectation eventually leads to no errors except in the transition periods. But higher α will have

longer transitions. It would be allowable for there to be a brief period of confusion on transitions

for autonomous agents (perhaps such an effect exists in some biological agents).

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the effect of top-down biasing for two hand-selected neurons, which

were selected such that their bottom-up weights could be used (see part (c) and figure caption

for details) to imperfectly distinguish data from two classes (e.g., by nearest neighbor in the part

(c) space). We next measured the effect of the top-down bias, when the data was presented in

sequence and handled by the entire network in standard classification mode. In part (f), we plot

an added dimension that is the difference in top-down bias between the two selected neurons. It

can be seen that class separation occurs in these three dimensions.

3.4.2 Expectation-Enabled Locally-Connected Network

The classification power of later layers of MILN depends on the features it derives from the

training data. If the features derived allow later layers to nearly linearly separate the classes, it

becomes very powerful. We test global features versus local features on a vehicle / non-vehicle
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Figure 3.7: . Showing the effect of top-down excitation on two individual neurons in sequential clas-
sification. The left part of (a) is one object (class) and the right part is another. These two classes are
similar in appearance. The next step was to select two neurons. Part (b) and part (c) involve selections of
two different neuron pairs. In part (b), we selected the neurons that responded the most for each of the
classes’ data. In other words, the n-neuron network is stimulated from bottom-up only with all data from
a class. We keep a running count for each neuron that is increased if the neurons response is within the
top-k (k=15) responses. Then, the neurons can be sorted by this count (a measure of their responsiveness
for a particular class). In part (c), we take the eleventh top neuron from class one and the eleventh from
class two. This is because the more responsive neurons led to 2D distributions similar to (b). There is
an additional “empty” class (no object, but the lighting changes somewhat). The data from these three
classes first principal component is used as the x-dimension in (b) and (c), and the normalized difference
between the two neurons’ bottom-up weight vectors is used as the y-dimension. The green points are from
the empty class. Moving ahead with the neurons showcased in part (c), we presented a sequence of data to
the entire network with 150 frames of “empty” followed by 200 frames of class one, 150 frames of empty
(again), and 200 frames of class two. The bottom-up part of the two neurons’ pre-competitive response is
shown in (d), and the top-down part in (e). We create a third dimension which is the difference between
the top-down bias for the two neurons, and plot figure (f).
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discrimination problem. We deal with vehicles, which, as a class, is generally decomposable into

visible parts (e.g., headlight and license plate on a car). Local features become tuned to parts,

which improves the generalization power of the network, meaning the performance is better with

less data. The data was collected at the GM facility using a camera mounted on the side of a test

vehicle. Some examples of vehicle data used are shown in Fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Examples of data within the vehicle class.

There were 225 vehicle images and 225 not-vehicles images, each sized 32 × 32. Local

features should improve the generalization performance (over global features).

To improve generalization, the network was extended to develop local (parts-based) features

directly from the vehicle and false return data. Using the developed local features, unfamiliar ob-

jects can be recognized and classified if there are any familiar object parts (e.g., a car is recognized

by a tail light) and there no need to recognize the entire object. This is critical for recognizing ob-

jects that the system has not seen before, which share some common properties with the general

class they are within. It should also lead to a network that can handle occlusion.

Figure 3.9: .An example sequence that shows intra-class variation within a single radar return sequence.
Expectation based recognition allows the last predicted label to bias future prediction, and to train and test
using this bias, for more robust performance, and allowing semi-supervised learning.

Many radar return sequences contain variations of the object. Fig. 3.9 shows an example.
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To take advantage of this temporal locality of class label, we developed the expectation enabled

network, and combined it with the locally-connected network with local competition.

So, the expectation mechanism discussed in this chapter should further improve the sequential

decision task. For taking advantage of locality within temporal sequences (e.g., it is very likely

that the same radar return point from two subsequent time steps contains the same visual class),

we developed and implemented expectation within the network. Using expectation, the effects of

trained labels and the networks own decisions persist over time, thereby biasing later decisions,

which proves to be more effective when the data sequences are real sequences and obey physical

laws (e.g., a vehicle will not typically move from upper left corner to lower right corner within

a single frame). The expectation mechanism is also capable of adjusting (self-correcting) when

something unexpected does occur, as the results showed.

We perform a generalization test, comparing a global network (10 × 10 neurons), a local

network (window size of 11 × 11, and the local competitive area is 5 × 5 for each neuron), and

a local network using expectation after it matures. In a global feature network, each neuron on

layer-one is sensitive to every element within the sensor matrix, which has d elements (pixels).

In the local network used here, each neuron on layer-one has a r × r receptive field, where r2 is

less than d. The number of neurons is equal to the number of pixels, and each neuron’s receptive

field is centered on a particular pixel6. The competition step is also local. A neuron competes

with its local region of l × l neurons. The local top-k(1) responding neurons are called winners,

in the local version. The local network used here did not utilize smoothing, and α was gradually

increased in training from 0 to 0.3 after 40 training samples. A figure encapsulating the main

local network ideas is shown in Fig. 3.10.

The networks are initialized and trained with only 5 samples from each class. Then all samples

are tested, in two sequences (cars → not cars). Next, the next 5 samples are trained, and so on,

until all samples are trained. We did this 10 times for each network type, using a different training

order, for statistical reasons.

As could be seen in Section 3.3, the power of expectation depends on the features derived

from the training data. If the features derived allow layer-two to nearly linearly separate the

6The image boundaries are extended with black pixels
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Figure 3.10: Locally-connected network. Figure courtesy of Zhengping Ji [34]

classes, expectation becomes very powerful. In this section we test global features versus local

features on a vehicle / non-vehicle discrimination problem. We deal with classes that are de-

composable into visible parts (e.g., headlight and license plate on a car). Local features could

become tuned to parts, which should improve the generalization power of the network, meaning

the performance will be better with less data.

Results are summarized in Fig. 3.11. The local network does indeed do better with less

data, however it eventually only does just as well as the global network. If expectation is enabled

however, the performance becomes nearly perfect. Figs. ?? and 3.12 show some distinct features

developed by a global versus the local network.

Even in this MATLAB, non-parallelized version, the speed is close to real-time use. This

network is highly amenable to parallel operation, since each neuron on a layer operates inde-

pendently of all the other neurons. In the programmed version, we iterate linearly through all

neurons, and that takes the bulk of the computation. In an embedded system, the parallel na-
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Figure 3.11: Performance of globally versus locally connected networks when data is limited. The locally
connected network performs better with less data for this dataset. This may be because vehicle images can
be made up of several interchangeable parts. Once training is mature, the expectation mechanism can be
enabled in testing, and performance shoots up to a nearly perfect level.

ture would be exploited. The average time for the entire system here (not just the algorithm) to

train samples was 3.06 samples/s and the average time for testing was roughly the same ( 3.02

samples/s).

Comparison of derived features

We built a version of MILN that would extract local features, as is needed to deal with e.g.,

occlusion and generalization. Fig. 3.12 show some distinct features developed local network,

with the highest weights to the identity motor for “vehicle” (sorted from upper left to lower right).

Fig. 3.12 also shows the respective locations of these features.

For comparison, we present features derived from the non-negative matrix factorization tech-

nique [46]. The non-negative matrix factorization method approximately solves the factorization

A = WC, where A is the matrix of data (e.g., car images). It is required that all elements in A,

W, C are non-negative. The matrix W contains basis or feature vectors. The number of columns

in W – how many features to derive - is a parameter k. The matrix C contains coefficients that
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Figure 3.12: (a). Features that had the highest outgoing weights to the “vehicle” class, developed by the
locally-connected network. This shows the response-weighted input, as a weighted sum of the data and
the neuron responses. (b). Showing the respective locations of the features from (a). This figure shows
response-weighted input, so there is nonzero sensory stimulus outside the receptive fields (the white box
area), but the neurons will not respond to any stimuli outside this area.

should reconstruct the original data using the features. When A is a collection of registered ve-

hicle front/rear views, solving the NNMF problem leads to features such as that shown in 3.13.

These features are not local, however, they are sparse (the zero components are shown as white

pixels), and many features contain both vehicle and background information (not meaningful).

Without local features, occlusion cannot be dealt with.

Figure 3.13: NNMF Features from Vehicle Images. These are not localized and thus cannot be used to
deal with occlusion.
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3.5 AMD Applications

From the perspective of developmental robotics and autonomous mental development, the mech-

anism described in this chapter can lead to more realistic learning ability for mentally developing

machines. Supervised machine learning methods that can be applied to visual recognition of

objects are formulated at a per-frame level where each training sample (frame) must be accompa-

nied by a label. This does not take advantage of the temporal context, or the temporal continuity

present in real-world (subject to real laws, e.g., realistic physics) video streams. When a child

is taught, say to recognize numerals and letters in the classroom, there is not a continual stream

of repetitive speech from the teacher speaking the names of the characters over and over. The

teacher will 1. direct the child’s visual attention and 2. speak the name of the character. The

direction of attention hopefully ensures that the child is looking at the character continuously.

Using this chapter’s architecture, a semi-supervised learning mode can be utilized, which can

significantly reduce the training load of the teacher. In this mode, expectation is enabled and

the weights are not frozen. This will be very useful, since the common distinctions of “training

phase” from “testing phase” cannot be made so easily in a real time, developmental system. Then,

the purpose of the teacher is to sparsely provide labels, and correct errors.

3.6 Conclusions

Although temporal context has been used in many task-specific models and in artificial neural net-

works, this is the first time where context is used as motor initiated expectation through top-down

connections in a biologically plausible general-purpose developmental network. If the motor ac-

tion represents abstract meaning (e.g., recognized class) these mechanisms enable meaningful

abstract expectation by such networks. We showed the effect in improving recognition rate to

nearly perfect performance after a transition period when the class has first changed. Expecta-

tion’s effectiveness in improving performance is linked to the capacity to develop discriminating

features. Expectation was shown in both globally and locally connected networks, and the local

features are better for generalization (better performance with less training). For future work, we
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will utilize this in a real world developmental system to “train itself” to reduce the training load

of the teacher.

3.7 Appendix: Neuronal Weight Updating

For a winner cell i, update the weights using the lobe component updating principle [88]. That

reference also provides a theoretical perspective on the following. Each winner neuron updates

using the neuron’s own internal temporally scheduled plasticity as wb,i(t) = β1wb,i(t − 1) +

β2z
(1)
i b(t) where the scheduled plasticity is determined by its two age-dependent weights:

β1 =
mi − 1− µ(mi)

mi
, β2 =

1 + µ(mi)

mi
, (3.4)

with β1 + β2 ≡ 1. Finally, the cell age (maturity) mi for the winner neurons increments: mi ←
mi + 1. All non-winners keep their ages and weight unchanged. In Equation (3.4), µ(mi) is the

plasticity function depending on the maturity mi of neuron i. The neuron maturity increments

every time a neuron updates its weights, starting from zero. The plasticity function prevents

learning rate from converging to zero. Details are presented in [88].

Updating Top-Down Weights – How are the layer-one top-down weights updated? The

layer-two bottom-up weights are copied directly to become the layer-one top-down weights. Let

the layer-two weight matrix be W(2) of dimensions n × c, where c is the number of classes and

therefore number of layer-two neurons. The columns of this matrix (layer-two fan-in) are the

bottom-up synaptic weights of the layer-two neurons. Then the rows (layer-one fan-out) gives the

top-down synaptic weights of the layer-one neurons. Figure 3.3 may provide some elucidation.
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Chapter 4

Lateral Excitatory Connections: Precision

and Topography

This chapter has been partially adapted from “Resolving Smoothing and Precision in Cortical

Maps through Developmental Scheduling”, by Luciw & Weng, 2009 [50].

Due to the pressure of evolution, the brains of organisms need to self-organize at different

scales during different developmental stages. In early stages, the brain must organize globally

(e.g., large cortical areas) to form “smooth” representation that is critical for superior general-

ization with its limited connections. At later stages, the brain must fine tune its microstructures

of representation for “precision” – adult level performance and specialization. But “smoothness”

and “precision” are two conflicting criteria. The self-organizing map (SOM) mechanisms of self-

organization and other published computational variants deal with global to local smoothing and

lateral adaptation, but we show in our work that they are insufficient to deliver superior perfor-

mance. In this chapter, we introduce a breakthrough – a combination of several mechanisms that,

together, address these two conflicting criteria: lateral excitation through adaptive connections,

top-down connections (attention), dually-optimal lobe component analysis (LCA) for synaptic

updating, and sorting to simulate lateral inhibition. Drastic performance improvements due to the

combination of these mechanisms are shown in the reported experiments.
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4.1 Introduction

Development and adaptation of internal representation is a core issue for an autonomous intelli-

gent system. It must be able to interpret its sensory input to lead to successful actions, in many

different contexts. Design of such a system requires an understanding of how such a sufficient

representation of real environments can emerge (and adapt) in response to incrementally expe-

rienced stimuli. Non-adaptive designs, e.g., using hand-designed features, will not work since

any such hand designed representational system placed in a complex dynamic environment lacks

sufficiency of representation since all possible environments cannot be modeled.

Towards the above, studying the mechanisms of neuronal learning and adaptation in the cortex

have lead to computational mechanisms of development. Based on cortical circuits [9], multilayer

“in-place” (computational cell-centered) networks (MILN) were developed with aim for high

performance, originally applied to invariant recognition [81]. However, the network design is

general purpose. The network is hierarchically organized from sensors (at the “bottom”) to motors

(i.e., outputs – at the “top”), and each layer contains three types of connections – bottom-up,

lateral and top-down.

The top-down, or feedback, connections can be considered as attention since their effect is

to suppress many features in the lower levels (and the response will favor the unsuppressed –

attended – features). In previous work, this motor-initiated biasing effect during development led

to organization of the internal representation that was more helpful in performance (class group-

ing on the neuronal plane) [48], which caused lower per-neuron class entropy and led to better

performance. When time was taken into account – the top-down input was from the previous time

frame – the disjoint test performance in a challenging object recognition task became nearly per-

fect [49] when the data were sequential (realistic videos). This was due to the meaning-carrying

top-down connections effect on the lower levels of neurons – biasing lower level features to be

detected next that were learned to correlate with the currently detected abstract class. Intuitively,

in the testing phase, the network generated internal expectation using the recent abstract context

of experience. This internal context biased the recognition, but did not totally control it, meaning

the network could recover from an incorrect context.
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Lateral connectivity is a direction that has yet to be fully explored in terms of performance

and in conjunction with these top-down connections. It has been handled in several different

ways in various models. The self-organizing maps [42] utilize an isotropic updating function

with a scheduled scope. Based on SOM, the important work of LISSOM [56] used explicitly

modeled lateral connections (as weight vectors) of both excitatory and inhibitory types. The scope

of the excitatory weights was smaller than the inhibitory, and the excitatory scope and learning

rates adapted throughout learning. The excitatory lateral connections helped lead to organization

(nearby neurons represent similar or identical features), while major effects of lateral inhibition

was to encourage development of different features and to decorrelate the output – leading to

a sparse response1. But LISSOM did not utilize a “motor” layer, and thus was not tested for

performance with real-world engineering problems.

In MILN, up until this point, we have used the SOM-inspired ideas of winners-take-all and

isotropic updating to simulate the lateral connectivity. The updating was done in a 3 × 3 region

around each winner neuron. To handle the scope of lateral excitation, we did not start with a large

range function and decrease it; instead we used a “growing cortex” method [48], where the size

of the map itself would increase at certain time points, and existing neuronal weights would be

cloned to their new neighbors.

In this chapter, we investigate the performance effects of adaptive excitatory connections,

and study how they can lead to both smoothness and precision, in conjunction with top-down

connections, in the end-to-end, cortex inspired MILN. This is a issue of great importance, since to

our knowledge the performance effects of adaptive lateral connections have not yet been studied,

especially in comparison to the other types of lateral excitation described above2.

1The “winner-take-all” method used in SOM can also be considered as a form of lateral inhibition and it has the
same effect – different features are developed and the output becomes sparse (an extreme case – taking the winner
neuron alone to completely represent the input). Taking the “top-k” winners (neurons with the k-largest responses to
the stimulus) has a similar, but more relaxed, effect.

2Note: we will not utilize temporal context in the models presented in this chapter, as previous work has shown
that it aids performance to a nearly perfect level using the data used here. We wish to investigate the effects of lateral
connectivity without running into a performance ceiling.
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4.2 Background

4.2.1 Biological Topographic Organization

Many cortices, such as the somatosensory, motor, and visual, have been observed to be organized

topographically. The topographic organization of orientation selectivity in neurons in primary

visual cortex (V1) is classically well known. However, this organization is not completely smooth

at a lower scale: “the projection of the world into V1 is smooth and continuous on the macroscopic

level, but jittery and occasionally discontinuous on the microscopic scale” ( [40] – pg. 78).

Maldonado et al. [52] measured the features detected in the pinwheel centers of V1 and found a

larger variance of feature types, but not significantly larger bandwidths. This implies that features

with low correlations can coexist nearby, and averaging of these unrelated nearby features does

not necessarily occur. In somatosensory cortex, the organization seems to be more macroscopic

than microscopic, with the famous organization of nearby body parts being nearby in cortex, but

there is no predictability in receptive field shifts when moving from one minicolumn to the next

within each module [36].

On a slightly larger scale, the cortex can develop two adjacent areas to be somewhat modular,

but not strictly. The fusiform place area (FFA) and the parahippocampal place area (PPA) are

adjacent (neighboring) [73] areas found in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex. FFA has been shown

to respond preferentially to faces, while PPA has been shown to respond preferentially to images

of places. In [73], the responses of each of the FFA and PPA areas in humans were measured

using fMRI for stimuli of different morphs between faces and houses. The authors found that

the two areas could be considered functionally different modules, since the peaks of the averaged

morphed stimuli responses were in one area or the other – there were no areas that responded

optimally to the morphed features. However, it was also concluded that the two areas did not

strictly define an optimal feature (some response for the morphs could be found in either area).

But there is not a smooth interpolation between the two areas. How does the brain develop

organization and such separation of function?
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4.2.2 Lateral Excitation and Top-Down Connections

It is generally assumed that lateral excitation is the impetus for topography to emerge. In cerebral

cortex, many lateral connections are clustered close by the neuron from which they originate, to

other nearby (i.e., neighboring) neurons. There are also strong long-range connections to neurons

that detect similar features (e.g., similar or identical orientations). The close connections are not

isotropic, but instead “patchy”. Lateral excitation in artificial learning networks was traditionally

handled using an isotropic function of updating emanating from the winner neuron(s), however

this is not biologically accurate.

In [56], it was shown that an orientation map with this patchy connectivity can develop by us-

ing adaptive, limited-range, lateral connections in a self-organizing cortical map, using as stimuli

e.g., oriented gaussians or natural stimuli. Lateral excitatory connectivity was also shown to be

the cause of “smoothness” of the map, meaning the features represented in a small area (contain-

ing a few neurons) tend to be similar. In mature cortex, excitatory connections between neurons

that represent dissimilar stimuli (not very statistically correlated) were not typically present, es-

pecially for long-range connections but even for nearby neurons. But any explicit performance

advantage of this type of lateral connectivity over the isotropic type has not yet been shown to

our knowledge.

We propose that a major use in terms of performance of the excitatory lateral connectivity is to

develop representative modules – statistically correlated firing groups – and the adaptivity of the

local connections serves to decrease the interference between different firing groups. But perhaps

the lateral connections cannot do that job on their own, since some combinations of features may

not be so statistically correlated, but will all be useful for a particular task.

The top-down connections may also serve a role in the development of such modular feature

areas. The top-down connections are more numerous and generally more diffuse than the bottom-

up, and they are assumed to serve a modulatory role, while the bottom-up connections are more

directed information carriers [5]. Since top-down originate from the “higher” areas – the more

abstract association cortices, and the motor areas, it would seem that top-down connections carry

information that can be used to bias what features are currently important (internal attention) to

the task at hand. The developmental effect is to reduce simultaneous firing for neurons that are
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not task-correlated, which will suppress lateral connectivity between them.

4.3 Cortical Self-Organization

To one level of cortex in our model, there are three sources of stimulation – bottom-up connec-

tions, top-down connections, and the lateral connections. Characterizing the state of the level –

current synaptic strengths and firing rates – at time step t − 1 as L(t − 1), the level updates its

state from discrete time to the next by updating synaptic weights and generating response

(y(t), L(t)) = CortexLCA(x(t− 1),y(t− 1), e(t− 1)|L(t− 1)) (4.1)

where x(t − 1) is the vector of stimulation from the bottom-up, e(t − 1) is stimulation from

the top-down (e for “efferent”), and y(t− 1) is the lateral stimulation from the same level.

Lobe component analysis [88] is the synaptic updater and generates the response y(t).

4.3.1 A Cortical Layer as a Probability Density Estimator

– Suppose bottom-up stimulation vector x(t − 1), drawn from high-dimensional random space

X , arrives at discrete time intervals t = 1, 2, .... Consider each neuron has a bottom-up synaptic

weight vector vb ∈ X for representation. The model cortical layer greedily develops neuronal

weights so that the distribution of the population firing progresses towards (but with no guarantee

to reach) the best possible estimate of the probability density of bottom-up stimulus distribution

x. Intuitively, the neurons will represent more probable inputs more effectively than the less

likely events.

In-place mechanisms by which this is caused are Hebbian learning and lateral inhibition.

Through Hebbian learning, bottom-up weights are attracted to high-probability areas in the input

space. In a winner-take-all sense – the strictest form of lateral inhibition – they also partition the

input space so different neurons do not detect the same feature. Thus, given a limited resource

of c neurons, these two mechanisms divide the sample space X into c mutually nonoverlapping
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regions:

X = R1 ∪R2 ∪ ... ∪Rc (4.2)

where Ri ∩Rj = φ, if i 6= j. Each region is then represented by a single unit feature vector vi.

The lobe component analysis updating method is concerned with two types of optimality:

spatial and spatiotemporal. First, what is the best configuration? Spatial optimality requires that

the spatial resource distribution in the cortical level is optimal in minimizing the representational

error (distortion). If we have V = (v1,v2, ...,vc) so that the expected square approximation error

‖x̂(V )− x‖2 is statistically minimized:

V ∗ = (v∗1,v∗2, ...,v∗c) = arg min
V

E‖x̂(V )− x‖2. (4.3)

and we have spatial optimality in the above sense. Second, how can the best configuration be

achieved at every time step in development (spatiotemporal optimality)? How can we automati-

cally determine all the learning rates η(1), η(2), ..., η(t), ..., so that the estimated neuronal weight

vector v̂(t) at every time t has the minimum error while the search proceeds along its nonlinear

trajectory toward its intended target weight vector v∗?

Each bottom-up weight vector (lobe component) develops to be the first principle component

of the samples it updated for [88,94]. The first principle component is the most efficient estimator

of many types of distributions (e.g., Gaussian and other exponential distributions) – it minimizes

the distortion error, at any t. It is spatially and spatiotemporally optimal.

The solution to Eq. 4.3 allows neuronal response properties that maximize mutual infor-

mation between the input and output, which is equivalent to maximizing likelihood [10] under

certain conditions3.

4.3.2 Non-Topographic Organization

– Using LCA without any lateral connections will not spatially organize the neuronal weights.

However, it will approach (no guarantee to reach) the solution to Eq. 4.3. In that method, neuron

3E.g., if the firing rate functions of the neurons is the cumulative density function to the stimulus source within
its representative area’s p.d.f. (e.g., a sigmoid for a low variance Gaussian)
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i develops a vb,i that is the expectation of its response-weighted input, vb,i = E(yixi|yi > 0).

This is the principal component of these observations, having optimality properties discussed

above. Each weight vector is optimal, but the configuration of all weights may not be. Especially,

the configuration of neurons may be uneven in terms of how much of the probability space each

represents.

4.3.3 Topographic Organization through Neighbor Updating

– Using the idea of neighborhood updating from SOM leads to a topographic LCA, where a win-

ning neuron’s neighbors are updated, with their response weighted by distance. This achieves

some amount of topographic organization and cortical smoothness, depending on how the learn-

ing rate and scope of the neighborhood function are tuned. This can address the problem of

uneven configuration non-topographic LCA has through the neuronal density property of updat-

ing.

Property 4.3.1 Neuronal Density Property: A region in the input space that has a higher proba-

bility density recruits a denser population of neurons. This property is true for any finite dimen-

sion of the input space X .

The above property can be beneficial in better estimating probability, depending on the data.

But for high-dimensional real-world data, this method has introduced a new problem. In this

method, the updating equation for neighbor neurons is changed to

vj(t) = w1vj(t− 1) + w2h(ni,j , t)x(t− 1), (4.4)

where neuron i is a winner, and ni,j is the distance from neuron i’s 2D position to the position

of neuron j. The kernel function h defines the updating strength.

A problem with Eq. 4.4 is that a non-winner neuron’s response yj does not depend on its

bottom-up and top-down combined weight vector vj . Instead, it is simply a function of distance

from the winners. Intuitively, this means neurons can fire and update for stimuli that they do not

represent well themselves.
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With this method, each neuron will no longer converge to the expectation of its response-

weighted input but to the expectation of observations that are either response weighted input or

neighborhood-function weighted input. Thus, the distribution of observations which each neu-

ron updates for will be greatly diffused (spread out) in comparison to the non-topographic case,

leading to a poor approximation of the optimal representation (solution to Eq. 4.3).

This purely neighbor-based updating leads to problems for efficiently representing real data.

Real world, high-dimensional data (e.g., raw pixels from a digital camera) is typically sparsely

distributed – there will be large areas in the input space where a stimulus is extremely unlikely4.

And, at least with vision, the input space tends to have multiple disconnected areas where stimuli

are probable. Using the SOM-style method of updating with any type of tuned learning rate leads

to neurons representing areas of low probability between multiple high probability areas, since

they are “pulled” by their neighbors closer to each of the separate high-probability areas. This

phenomenon is well-documented in [13]. An example weight vector between two high probability

areas is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: A layer-one weight vector, viewed as an image, of a neuron exhibiting harmful interpolation
through 3x3 updating.

This phenomenon is problematic for several reasons. First, the approximation of the proba-

bility density by response is poorer since less resource is used to represent regions where the data

actually lies. Second, the neurons in low probability areas do not send meaningful messages to

the next layer when they fire. Since they are “between” several different high probability areas,

each presumably with different meaning, their firing does not send the next level an unambiguous
4Consider averaging two images of two different objects. This type of “ghosting” effect (see Fig. 4.1 is not

typically seen in reality.
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message. Their firing is interference between different tasks, classes, etc. This interference can

lead to performance errors (depending on the data). It is also interesting to note that in biological

cortex – at least in V1 – these types of between-feature averaged representations have not been

observed [52].

4.3.4 Topographic Organization through Adaptive Lateral Connections

– A better solution is to use explicit lateral connections for excitation, instead of the SOM-inspired

neighbor updating. With explicit connections, neuron i’s synaptic weight vector vi have the

standard bottom-up (b) and top-down (e) components, but also a lateral (l) component

vi = vb,i ⇓ ve,i ⇓ vl,i (4.5)

where the ⇓ symbol is for vertical vector concatenation (the vi are column vectors).

In the proposed LCA with lateral excitatory connections, these connections affect the pre-

competitive excitatory “potential” response(which are ranked and used to choose the winners).

They take their effect before the winners are chosen instead of after, in the SOM-inspired method.

The pre-response for a neuron is a function of its three sources from the bottom-up x(t− 1), top-

down e(t− 1) and lateral y(t− 1) as follows:

ŷi(t) = gi

(
α · x(t− 1) · vb,i(t− 1)

‖x(t− 1)‖ ‖vb,i(t− 1)‖

+ β · e(t− 1) · ve,i(t− 1)

‖e(t− 1)‖‖ve,i(t− 1)‖

+ γ · y(t− 1) · vl,i(t− 1)

‖y(t− 1)‖‖vl,i(t− 1)‖

)
(4.6)

and α, β, and γ must sum to one. They control the relative contributions of the three sources to

this neuronal layer.

We update the neurons with the k largest ŷ, considered winners, using Eq. A.3. Due to

this competitive process, the developing weight vectors will only update for stimuli that they

themselves represent well (unless e.g., α is too small). It will be less likely to have damaging
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interpolation as is seen in the 3 × 3 updating case when using this method. The interpolation

provided by lateral connectivity should now be useful (within high-probability areas).

4.3.5 Lateral Weights

Initialization of the Lateral Weights

– How are the lateral excitatory weights to be initialized? Similar to in LISSOM, and based on

observations that most lateral excitatory connections are short-range [8], the scope of connectivity

is restricted. For example, a neuron can only excite another neuron up to 5 neural positions

away. And the actual values of the weights within the scope of connectivity are determined by an

isotropic function such as a Gaussian. These initial weights will organize cortical representation

to help pull similar features together in the physical neuron map. However, we also want to adapt

the weights so that features with low correlation can exist nearby without interfering with one

another – the lateral weight between them will diminish and be cut.

Adaptation of the Lateral Weights

– Biological lateral connections are strong between functionally similar neurons [54, 74]. While

the purpose of lateral excitatory weights early in development is to drive topographic organiza-

tion, the purpose of later adaptation in lateral excitatory weights is to develop weights between

nearby neurons that reflect the correlation of firing of those neurons. We can use LCA’s updating

equation exactly for lateral weights and we will develop a weight between neuron i (which is a

winner and has nonzero firing rate) and j (which is within the scope defined by m but may or

may not be a winner) equal to

E(yi(t)yj(t− 1)|yi(t) > 0). (4.7)

which is the expectation of firing rate of neuron j when neuron i has fired, weighted by neuron

i’s own firing rates. This is simply Hebb’s principle applied to the lateral weight.
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Developmental Scheduling

– As is necessary for in-place learning, each neuron has a self-stored age, and an age-dependent

updating schedule that defines w1 and w2. However, adaptation of the lateral weights must be

scheduled differently from the bottom-up and top-down weights. This is due to a simultaneous

dependency in development – the bottom-up and top-down weights depend on the lateral con-

nections early on for their development and topographic organization, and the lateral connections

cannot reliably begin to reflect Eq. 4.7 until this organization has settled – meaning the adap-

tation of bottom-up and top-down weights has settled down. Therefore, the lateral connections

must have more plasticity, later, than the bottom-up and top-down connections.

How can a single neuron have two separate updating schedules when it does not know the

origin of its synapses? We can consider the lateral connections to be representative of a different

cell type which we do not directly model – interneurons dealing with one-to-one connectivity in

the same layer. This cell type can then have a different schedule of plasticity.

The performance effect of Eq. A.3 is to cut off connections between areas of the stimulus

space that do not correlate, thereby avoiding the problems that come from neuronal neighbor

pulling. This lateral (and top-down) updating leads to more modular collections of neurons –

functionally related neuron groups with lower between-group interference than compared to the

3× 3 method. And, due to the lower interference, each feature will tend to represent the higher-

probability areas (where the data is actually observed).

4.4 Learning Algorithm

4.4.1 Laterally Connected LCA

For a neuronal layer, the Laterally-Connected Incremental LCA algorithm incrementally updates

c neurons represented by the column vectors v1(t),v2(t), ...,vc(t) from three sources of stimu-

lation: bottom-up, lateral and top-down.

“Prenatal” initialization – Sequentially initialize c bottom-up synaptic weights using first c

bottom-up inputs: vb,i(0) = x(t) and associated top-down inputs: ve,i(0) = e(t). Initialize
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the lateral connections using range limiting mask function m and isotropic function h5. Set each

cell’s update age ni = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., c.

“Live.” For t = c + 1, c + 2, ..., do

1. Neurons compute. Compute “pre”-response for all neurons: For all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ c, compute

the response using equation 4.6.

2. Lateral inhibition for different features and sparse coding. For computational efficiency use

the following top-k rule. Rank k + 1 top winners so that after ranking, ŷ1 ≥ ŷ2... ≥ ŷc, as ranked

responses. Use a linear function to scale the response:

yi = (ŷi − ŷk+1)/(ŷ1 − ŷk+1), (4.8)

for i = 1, 2, ..., k. For superior computational efficiency, this non-iterative ranking mechanism

replaces repeated iterations that take place among a large number of two-way connected neurons

in the same layer. For experiments presented in this chapter, k is scheduled (see Table 4.1).

3. Optimal Hebbian learning. Update only the top k winner neurons for all j in the set of top k

winning neurons, using its temporally scheduled plasticity for the three types of weights: bottom-

up, lateral, and top-down

vb,j(t) = w1vb,j(t− 1) + w2yjx(t− 1),

vl,j(t) = wl,1vl,j(t− 1) + wl,2yj(mj · y(t− 1)),

ve,j(t) = w1ve,j(t− 1) + w2yje(t− 1), (4.9)

where the cell’s scheduled plasticity is determined automatically by its two update-age dependent

weights, called retention rate and learning rate, respectively:

w1 =
n(j)− 1− µ(nj)

nj
, w2 =

1 + µ(nj)

nj
, (4.10)

with w1+w2 ≡ 1. Update the neuron “age” nj only for the winners: nj ← nj+yj , j = 1, 2, ..., k.

Note that the lateral updating uses a different set of learning and retention rates. So far we

5We used a Gaussian with deviation of 3 neurons, normalized so the max value was equal to one
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have experimented with wl,1 = 1 until a certain t (e.g., 500), and wl,1 = w1 afterwards, but other

types are possible. The mj vector is a range limiter that will return zero if the neuronal plane

distance between neuron i (index in the vector) and j is too high.

4. Long-term memory. All other neurons i that do not update, keep their age and weights un-

changed: vi(t) = vi(t− 1).

4.5 Recognition Experiments

For experiments, the MSU-25 objects dataset [48] was used. It contains centered images of 25

small objects (see Fig. 3.4) that rotate. There are 200 images of 56 × 56 pixels for each object.

These 200 images covered about two complete rotations of 360 degrees for each object. De-

spite the color figure, grayscale was used due to avoid color’s usefulness in class discrimination.

Including an additional “empty” (no object but the background sheet changes noticeably as the

platform rotates) class, there were 200 × 26 = 5200 images total. For our tests, every fifth im-

age in each sequence was set aside for testing. The other 80% were used to train the networks.

Training involved random sample selection over 25,000 training samples, and the networks were

tested with the disjoint data every 1,000 training samples. All tests were done three times with

different sequences of inputs, and results averaged.

We compared the laterally connected LCA algorithm with an LCA method without lateral

connections (β = 0), that instead used 3× 3 updating. All tests utilized a neuronal plane size of

20 × 20 neurons.They connect to a motor layer of 26 neurons, which had top-down projections

back to the feature layer. In testing, the highest responding motor neuron was taken as the guessed

class.

We used the schedule of inhibition strength, or connection scope (changing k), shown in Table

4.1 and did not allow the lateral connections (if they were enabled) to adapt until t = 500. Each

sample input was repeated for five iterations, and we did not update synapses until after the last

iteration per sample. This allowed the lateral activity to settle. In training, the correct motor

output was imposed. The response was reset for each new training or testing sample, since such

temporally discontinuous experience (jumping directly to a new image with a new object class
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having no transition) is not experienced in reality.

Per-Neuron Class Entropy

Each neurons “purity” of representation can be measured by using entropy. Neuron i can be

considered class-pure if its entropy of firing for disjoint data is small. A neuron with zero en-

tropy fires only for samples from the same class. A neuron with max (one) entropy fires with

equal probability for all classes. To measure the purity of each neuron, we define the empirical

“probability” the neuron fires for class j as:

pi,j =

∑
d yi(d)

∑T
t=1 yi(t)

sample at time d ∈ class j (4.11)

over T firing events. To quantify the entropy of the probability distribution for the i-th neuron,

we have

εi = −
c∑

d=1
pi,d logc(pi,d) (4.12)

The upper bound of one (uniformly distributed) is due to the base c logarithm.

Table 4.1: Scheduling inhibitory connection scope.

Sample Number of
number winners (k)

0 20
1000 15
2000 5
3000 3
4000 1

Results are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The version with adaptive lateral connections and

adaptive top-down connections (α = β = γ = 0.33) is the best. Previously we have shown the

power of using meaning-carrying top-down connections during development with this data [48]

and 3 × 3 updating. It is interesting that the laterally connected version without using top-down

(α = γ = 0.5) matches the 3×3 version with top-down. Why is this the case? Fig. 4.3 shows the

mean per-neuron class-entropy (see Appendix). If this is high, the neurons are firing for more than
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one class. We claimed this type of interference leads to errors. Indeed the two versions using 3×3

updating have significantly greater entropy on average than the ones using the lateral connections.

The effects of the two methods can be visualized by looking at the bottom-up weights as images,

as in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: On the left is the bottom-up weights after development for a neural map (each weight can
be viewed as an image) that utilized 3 × 3 updating without top-down. On the right are the weights for
a neural map that developed using explicit adaptive lateral connections (also without top-down). Note the
smearing of the features on the left and the relatively higher precision of representation on the right, while
still being somewhat topographically organized.

4.5.1 Comparison with Other In-Place Updating Methods

– We also compared with an LCA algorithm with lateral connections but instead using the “dot-

product” SOM updating equation [42]

vi(t) =
vi(t− 1) + η(t)x(t− 1)

‖vi(t− 1) + η(t)x(t− 1)‖2
(4.13)

where vi is the winning component vector at time t.

We also compared by instead using the LISSOM updating equation [56]6

vi(t) =
vi(t− 1) + η(t)x(t− 1)yi(t)

‖vi(t− 1) + η(t)x(t− 1)yi(t)‖1
(4.14)

The tuning of η(t) for both of these is in general not simple 7. Since the two above updat-

ing methods use only a single learning rate parameter to adapt the neuron weights to each new

6Note that we are not comparing with SOM and LISSOM – we simply replace LCA’s updating equation
7We used the “power” equation with initial learning rate of 0.1 for the SOM method [77], and based our tuning

of the LISSOM equation from the appendix in [56]
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updating input, and a method to bound the strengths of synaptic efficacies (e.g., vector normaliza-

tion), while CCI LCA uses the time-varying retention rate w1(t) and learning rate w2(t), where

w1(t) + w2(t) = 1, in order to optimally maintain the energy estimate (as formalized in Section

4.3, and in order to achieve optimal representation. With the energy gone in the SOM and LIS-

SOM updating schemes above, there is no way to adjust the learning rate η(t) to be equivalent to

the optimal (statistically most efficient) LCA scheduling.

The result in Fig. 4.5 supports this, as the non-LCA updating methods led to much worse

performance. Interestingly, the entropy and organization of the feature layers was not signifi-

cantly different between the three methods. The problem arose for the motor neuron’s bottom-up

weights, which were not optimal and unstable for the SOM and LISSOM updating methods.
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Figure 4.5: Performance comparison for different updating methods, using lateral connections without
top-down.

4.6 Conclusion

Efficient (not wasting the available resource) and effective (leading to good performance) emer-

gent internal representation is crucial for development. In published computational cortical

maps, self-organization – topographic “smoothness” – is often achieved at the cost of high preci-

sion. The work reported here showed adaptive lateral excitatory connections used developmental

scheduling to both self-organize a cortical map and to develop feature subgroups without cross-
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group interference that traditional (e.g., 3×3 updating) methods exhibit. The drastic performance

improvements are shown as composite effects of several cortex inspired new mechanisms includ-

ing top-down connections (attention), dually optimal LCA updating, and local sorting that sim-

ulated lateral inhibition without requiring many iterations. Under these mechanisms, we showed

that global-to-local scope scheduling and adaptive lateral connections leads to effective and ef-

ficient self-organization. For future work, we will apply to a multilayered, locally connected

(neurons receptive fields are less than the entire input), instead of globally connected, network to

make it scalable for more complex real-world problems, such as developmental visual attention.
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Chapter 5

Proposed Future Work

5.1 Our Previous Work in Coupled Attention and Recognition

5.1.1 Sensor Fusion: Radars and Cameras

In [32] and [33], a system that integrated attention and recognition for the purpose of vehicle

recognition was presented. However, most of the attention was handled by a set of radars which

could detect vehicles and obstacles (and false alarms) in highway and other road environments.

The system architecture we developed is shown in Fig. 5.1. The first layer used derived filters

from natural images, as described in this work’s appendix. It is a locally connected network, but

there is no interaction between the different spatially located neural columns. Thus, the system

is somewhat wasteful, in that every location contained the same set of features. Some results are

shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.2 Where-What Networks

Where-What networks (WWN) were first described in [34]. They do not require a radar or laser

to find possible object regions — they are designed to only use cameras.

The Where-What network treats attention and recognition in a unified way using a single net-

work, with two types of motors: the location motors and identity (class) motors. This network is

arranged in multiple layers, from the bottom (pixels) to the top (motors). There are bottom-up,
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Figure 5.1: Sensor fusion system’s architecture. The camera and radars work together to provide a set of
image regions, possibly containing nearby objects. The teacher can communicate with the system through
an interface and label the objects. A three-layer network learning network is used. The first layer encodes
each image using localized (small receptive fields), sparse, orientation-selective filters comparable to those
in visual layer V1. Localized receptive fields will allow spatial attention selection in later versions of this
system. The second layer neurons have a classical receptive field over the entire input image and learn
prototypical object features in sparse representation space. Layer-3 links layer-2’s global features with
output tokens defined by the teacher.
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Figure 5.2: (Left): The set of radar windows for a sequence, in both highway and city driving environ-
ments. (Right): The above-threshold receptive field of the top-responding level-2 neuron.
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Figure 5.3: Possible architecture of the where-what networks, based on biological evidence. Figure by
Dr. Juyang Weng.

lateral and top-down connections. It utilizes top-down connections in testing to take advantage of

temporal context. The identity motor, through top-down connections, supervises feature develop-

ment to discriminate for object class identity. The location motor, through top-down connections,

supervises feature development to discriminate for object location. If the what motor (object

identity) is given, the where motor will be output by the network (object location – e.g., “where

is the car?”). On the other hand, if the where motor (location) is given, the what motor will be

output by the network (classification result for a visual area).

Here is given some examples of how a mature version of this network may operate.

• Recognition through Attention – when a location motor is on during stimuli presentation,

the features that are (learned to be) associated with this location motor are boosted from top-

down attention (i.e., covert attention instead of overt eye saccade). These boosted features

corresponding to attended object suppress the features that respond to background. An

example at the application level is shown in Fig. 5.4.

• Attention through Recognition – when an identity motor is on during stimuli presentation,

the features that are (learned to be) associated with this particular object are boosted from

top-down attention (i.e., expectation). These boosted object-specific features suppress the
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Figure 5.4: Example of querying a trained network using location. Location is a single pixel indicating
the center, shown as the blue square on the left. The output size and identity are filled in, as shown on the
right.

features that respond to the background or other objects. Such suppression enables the lo-

cation motors to report locations where features are boosted. An example at the application

level is shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.5: Examples of querying this network using the identity motor. The network is queried by
turning on the pedestrian motor and a pedestrian is found at the right location.

• Prediction of Attention – when a location motor was on in the near past (e.g., one frame

ago), the top-down projections from these motors and their neighborhood motors will boost

the features that are learned to be associated with these locations. These boosted location-

specific features suppress the other locations. In association with the identity motor, this

somewhat restricts potential selected object locations for this frame to be nearby the current

locations.

• Prediction of Recognition – when an identity (class) motor was on in the near past, top-

down projections from it will boost features that are associated with this class, biasing the
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Figure 5.6: Examples of querying this network using the identity motor. It is queried by turning on the
vehicle class motor and a vehicle is found, where size and location is automatically filled in.

decision for this frame. For example, if a car goes under an overpass, the appearance can

change a lot due to shadow, but this mechanism biases the class selected to be the same as

before. A case where this capability is useful is shown in Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Example of a case where recognition expectation can be useful. From the left frame to the
right, two cars are shadowed by the overpass, leading to very different appearances between the two frames.
However, using recognition expectation, the likelihood that the correct label will persist is higher.

For the final Dissertation, it is intended to further study and develop the Where-What Net-

works.

5.2.1 Summary of Current Work

The work by Ji, Weng and Prokhorov [34] could recognize different types of objects (5 different

objects) in 5 different positions. A recent extension (was recently submitted by Ji) showed how

a network could be designed and trained to learn the 5 objects well in any position. It achieved

roughly 93% accuracy and 1.2 pixel deviation error when neither the what nor where information
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was supplied. The objects had no variation (a single view for each object) except for the location

variation.

5.2.2 WWN Extensions for the Dissertation

Proposed extensions include recognizing objects that can vary (in 3D rotation or size), and en-

abling robust attention selection over time, without requiring a radar (although a radar could

help). Therefore, the proposed network in this project integrates segmentation, recognition, and

expectation (temporal) capabilities into the same network. The topographic class grouping, tem-

poral networks, and lateral excitatory network extensions described earlier will be integrated into

the networks developed for the Dissertation. I have worked on two programmed versions of the

WWN (Matlab and C++) over the previous summer, so the framework for experiments is in place.

The type of variations the what-where network will handle are position, identity, size, and

within-class variations. The size and within-class variations have not been shown yet. Addition-

ally, the network’s ability to take advantage of temporal context will allow successful classifica-

tion over time. This may manifest as object tracking as it moves throughout the environment.

Finally, the realism of a learning scenario will be emphasized. How can learning be made more

realistic?

5.3 Timeline

A timeline of proposed work is as follows.

• June, 2009 — Finish journal paper writing.

• July-September, 2009 — Extend where-what networks to deal with limited within-class

variation and size variations. Publish the results and analysis.

• October-December, 2009 — Extend where-what networks to include and utilize delayed

top-down connections for temporal ability. Publish the results and analysis.

• January-April, 2010 — Construct a more realistic scenario to show the potential of where-

what networks for AMD. Publish the results.
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• January-May, 2010 — Dissertation writing and paper completion.

5.4 Novelty of Completed Thesis

The novelty of the completed Dissertation is summarized in this section.

• How top-down connections (in integrated Hebbian networks) cause the Topographic Class

Grouping phenomenon was not known before. It’s analysis (to be published) is also novel.

• How delayed top-down connections allow near-perfect recognition in realistic environ-

ments.

• Laterally-excitatory LCA was developed.

• How the Where-What networks deal with size variation, and within-class variation.

• How the Where-What networks integrate temporal capability.

• The eventual AMD application should be novel.
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Appendix A

Lobe Component Analysis

This appendix is adapted from Weng & Luciw, 2009 [82]. For more detail on LCA, please see

that paper.

In Autonomous Mental Development (AMD), there is a growing interest in simulating the

developmental process of feature detectors in sensorimotor pathways [19, 56, 86, 87]. But it is

becoming apparent that real-world development imposes restrictions that many existing learning

algorithms cannot meet. For example, in an early sensory pathway, there is a need for developing

feature detectors (neurons) for all sensed areas (receptive fields) across different positions and

sizes in the sensor array. But the total number of neurons is so large that it is impractical for each

neuron to have much extra storage space for its development, such as space necessary for the

Expectation Maximization [55] technique, which requires each neuron to store a d×d covariance

matrix if it has d input lines (and d is large). What is needed are algorithms with low time and

space complexities, simplicity, efficiency, and biological plausibility. This raises the critical need

for in-place algorithms.

Lobe Component Analysis (LCA) was proposed for developing cortical feature layers, and

as a fundamental theory of in-place cortical development. The in-place learning concept and the

LCA algorithm were introduced in Weng & Zhang, 2006 [88], and used as each layer in the

Multi-layer In-place Learning Networks [48, 84]. The MILN-based model of six-layer cerebral

cortex [85], which was informed by the work of Felleman & Van Essen [22], Callaway and

coworkers [9,91] and others (e.g., [25]), used LCA on both its supervised (L2/3) and unsupervised
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(L4) functional layers.

Each feature layer in developing cortex faces two conflicting criteria. (1) Spatial: with its

limited number of neurons, the layer tries to learn the best internal representation from the envi-

ronment. (2) Temporal: with e.g., a child’s limited time for learning, the layer must not only learn

the best representation but also learn quickly, and do so without forgetting important mental skills

acquired a long time ago. Network learning models have faced a fundamental problem arising

from these two conflicting criteria: the need for long term memory (stable representation) and the

need for fast adaptation (to learn quickly from just a few input samples) while integrating both

long-term and short-term memories. This issue was previously characterized by Grossberg and

Carpenter [11, 24]. The LCA theory, described in this paper, is meant to optimally address this

open problem. The LCA algorithm incrementally computes an optimal solution at each time step

of development — required to realize fast local adaptation needed for AMD.

The theory of LCA starts from a well accepted biological network and two well known simple

neuron learning mechanisms, Hebbian learning (see, e.g., Kandel et al [37] p.1262.) and lateral

inhibition (see, e.g., Kandel et al. [37] p. 4623). We show that each neuron, operating by these

simple biological mechanisms, estimates what is called a lobe component, which corresponds to

a high concentration of probability density of the input space. A lobe component is represented

by input neural fibers of a neuron (vector projection) having near-optimal statistical efficiency.

Since there are many lobe components in the input space, two key mechanisms make the entire

biologically-inspired network successful without sticking into local extrema. First is the temporal

scheduling of plasticity that is neuron specific. This is realized by Hebbian learning and a (novel

to LCA) neuron-specific plasticity schedule that biologically would be controlled by genes and

cell physiology1. Second is the sequential interaction with other neurons that share the same

input space and have the same scheduled near-optimal plasticity. Biologically, this interaction is

realized by lateral inhibition.

Hebbian learning algorithms using a single learning rate may use the correct direction of

synapse change, but will not always take the best “step” towards the goal (optimal representation

1The LCA algorithm therefore predicts that each neuron has a scheduled plasticity profile, whose plasticity at any
time is determined by the cell’s firing “age”. This does not mean a cell has to “keep track” of a point on a temporal
continuum. Firing age is merely an implicit property of each cell.
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vector) at each update. The LCA algorithm presented has optimal estimation efficiency. Instead

of a single learning rate, it uses both a learning rate and a retention rate, by which it optimally

takes into account the entire observation history, to converge to the most efficient estimation of

the update history in the fastest possible way. Using a single learning rate can only consider each

observation in turn and cannot tune this learning rate for optimal statistical efficiency.

A.1 Lobe Component Analysis algorithm

The Candid Covariance-free Incremental LCA algorithm incrementally updates c neurons repre-

sented by the column vectors v1(t),v2(t), ...,vc(t) from samples x(1),x(2), .... It is desirable,

but not required that a neurons input is linewise normalized so that every component in has a unit

variance, but it does not need to be whitened. The length of vi will be the variance of projections

of the vectors x(t) in the i-th region onto vi.

“Prenatal” initialization — Sequentially initialize c cells using first c inputs: vi(0) = x(t) and

set cell-update age ni = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., c.

“Live.” For t = c + 1, c + 2, ..., do

1. Neurons compute. Compute output (response) for all neurons: For all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ c,

compute the response2:

yi =
x(t) · vi(t− 1)

‖vi(t− 1)‖ , (A.1)

2. Lateral inhibition for different features and sparse coding. For computational efficiency use

the following top-k rule. Rank k + 1 top winners so that after ranking, y1 ≥ y2... ≥ yc, as ranked

responses. For superior computational efficiency, this non-iterative ranking mechanism replaces

repeated iterations that take place among a large number of two-way connected neurons in the

same layer. Use a linear function to scale the response:

y′i = (yi − yk+1)/(y1 − yk+1), (A.2)

2Here we present linear response with motivation to simplify the system. A nonlinear sigmoidal function is
optional, but no matter if a sigmoidal function is used or not, the entire single-layer system is a highly nonlinear
system due to the top-k mechanism used.
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for i = 1, 2, ..., k. All other neurons do not fire yi = 0 for i = k + 1, k + 2, ..., c. For experiments

presented in this paper, k = 1. Note: this mechanism of top-k ranking plus scaling is an approxi-

mation of biological inhibition. It is not in-place, but is very effective computationally when the

network update rate is low.

3. Optimal Hebbian learning. Update only the top k winner neurons vj , for all j in the set of top

k winning neurons, using its temporally scheduled plasticity:

vj(t) = w1vj(t− 1) + w2yjx(t), (A.3)

where the cell’s scheduled plasticity is determined automatically by its two update-age dependent

weights, called retention rate and learning rate, respectively:

w1 =
n(j)− 1− µ(nj)

nj
, w2 =

1 + µ(nj)

nj
, (A.4)

with w1+w2 ≡ 1. Update the real-valued neuron “age” n(j) only for the winners: nj ← nj +y′j ,

j = 1, 2, ..., k (y′j = 1 for the top winner).

4. Lateral excitation. Excitatory connections on the same layer are known to exist. To emu-

late these will encourage cortical representation smoothness. But we do not use these for most

experiments in this paper. The discussion on this matter continues in Sec. ??.

5. Long-term memory. All other neurons i that do not update, keep their age and weights un-

changed: vi(t) = vi(t− 1).

A.2 Comparison with Other Neuron Updating Rules

Introduction to other methods

The basic Hebbian form [16, 27] for updating the weight vector v of a neuron:

∆v = ηy(v,x)x (A.5)

where v is the amount of update for the weight vector v by executing v ← v+∆v, η the learning
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rate, x the vector input (pre-synaptic activity).

Oja’s classic neuron updating algorithm [58] is an algorithm that follows Eq. (A.5) for incre-

mentally computing the first principle component, which is spatially optimal as we discussed in

earlier sections. It’s NIO is response-weighted input.

∆v = ηy(t)(x(t)− y(t)v(t)) (A.6)

where y(t) = xT (t)v(t) is the neuronal response. This version should be used with small η (e.g.,

η = 10−3) for stability. If stable, the lengths of the vectors will tend to unit.

A stable two-step version of Eq. (A.6) that aligns directly with Eq. (A.5) and uses time-varying

η is:

∆v = η(t)(xT (t)v(t))x(t), v ← v/‖v‖ (A.7)

We called it “Hebbian with TVLR (time-varying learning rate)”.

The “dot-product” version of the SOM updating rule [42] (page 115) is also considered as

incremental neuronal learning:

vi(t + 1) =
vi(t) + η(t)x(t)

‖vi(t) + η(t)x(t)‖ (A.8)

where vi is the winning component vector at time t. Note a major difference between the dot-

product SOM and the others: the NIO used by SOM’s rule u = x (not weighted by response).

Without response-weighting, this updating rule did not perform successfully in our tests.

All of the above use a single learning rate parameter to adapt the neuron weights to each new

updating input, and a method to bound the strengths of synaptic efficacies (e.g., vector normal-

ization). CCI LCA weights using the time-varying retention rate w1(t) and learning rate w2(t),

where w1(t) ≡ w2(t), in order to maintain the energy estimate. With the energy gone in the

three schemes above, there is no way to adjust the learning rate η(t) to be equivalent to the CCI

scheduling. Therefore, the result of Eqs. (A.6), (A.7) and (A.8) cannot be optimal.
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Stationary distributions

The statistics of natural images are known to be highly non-Gaussian [67], and the responses of

V1 neurons to natural input have a response profile characterized by high kurtosis. The Lapla-

cian distribution is non-Gaussian and has high kurtosis, so we test estimation of the principle

component of Laplacian distributions.

The data generated is from a d-dimensional Laplacian random variable. Each dimension has

pdf: f(x|µ′, b) = 1
2b exp

(
− |x−µ′|

b

)
. All dimensions had zero mean (µ′ = 0) and unit variance

(b = 1), for fairness (LCA can handle higher variances, but the other methods will not do well

since they are designed to extract components with unit energy). The true components to be

extracted from this distribution are the axes. We do not use a rotation matrix for this experiment.

So, the true components orthogonally span a d-dimensional space. We use number of neurons

equal to dimensionality, initialized to random samples drawn from the same distribution. For a

fair comparison, all methods started from the same initialization. The training length (maximum

number of data points) was T = 10000d, so that each neuron would on average have 10000

updates. Dimension d was 25 or 100. Results were averaged over 50 trials. The results measure

average correlation between each component, which is a unit vector, and the closest neuron (in

inner product space).

For tuning the time-varying learning rate η(t), we used three example suggested [77] learning

rates for η(t), which were ‘linear’: η(t) = η(0)(1−t/T ), ’power’: η(t) = η(0) (0.005/η(0))t/T

and ’inv’: η(t) = η(0)/ (1 + 100t/T ). The initial learning rate η(0) was 0.1 or 0.5. Plasticity

parameters for LCA’s µ were t1 = 10, t2 = 100, c = 5, r = 5000.

Results are shown in Fig. A.1. The “SOM” curve shows the best-performing variant among

the six different learning rate functions and initial learning rates, as suggested [77]. None of

them led to extraction of the true components (the best one uses η(0) = 0.1 and the linear

tuning function — in both cases). For Oja’s rule with time-varying learning rate, we show only

η(0) = 0.1 since the alternate curves (η(0) = 0.5) were uniformly worse. These results show

the effect of LCA’s statistical efficiency. In 25-dimensions, when LCA has achieved 20% error,

the best other Hebbian method has only achieved 60% error. Similarly, in 100-dimensions, when

LCA has achieved 30% error, the best compared method is still at 70% error. The results for LCA
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Figure A.1: Comparison of incremental neuronal updating methods (best viewed in color). The legend
in the right figure applies to both figures. We compare in (a) 25 and (b) 100 dimensions. Methods used
were (i) “dot-product” SOM, (ii) Oja’s rule with fixed learning rate 10−3, (iii) Standard Hebbian updating
with three functions for tuning the time-varying learning rates (TVLR): linear, power, and inverse, and (iv)
CCI LCA. LCA, with its temporal optimality, outperforms all other methods. Consider this as a “race”
from start (same initialization) to finish (0% error). Note how quickly it achieves short distance to the goal
compared with other methods. E.g., in (a) after 5000 samples, LCA has covered 66% of the distance, while
the next closest method has only covered 17% distance. Similarly, in (b) CCI LCA beats the compared
methods. E.g., after 28, 500 samples, when LCA has covered 56% distance, the next closest method has
only covered 24% distance.

will not be perfect due to the nonstationarity that occurs due to self-organization, but they are

much better than the other methods.

Time-varying distributions

It is important for an agent to have the capability to adapt to new environments without catas-

trophic forgetting of what was already learned. This challenging problem has not been adequately

addressed by existing self-organization methods. Our latest understanding from our brain-scale

modeling can be summarized as follows.

Fast learning without representation change — Local lobe components that are computed

by early cortical layers are low-level, which do not change substantially across ages. But the

distribution of high-level features, computed by later cortical areas, can change substantially at

higher ages. This is not, however, mainly due to synapse representational changes. Instead, this

fast change is mainly due to fast association changes and attentionally-modulated competition
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among actions. This computational concept is challenging, new and is closely related to the LCA

theory here. We called it the principle of fast learning from stable representation.

For example, when an adult agent is confronted with a novel object, how can the agent learn

the novel object quickly? Suppose that a person who has never seen a palm tree before has been

told the name “palm tree” and can say “palm tree”. Upon his arrival in Florida, how is he able to

nearly-immediately learn and recognize similar trees as palm trees? How can an LCA neuronal

layer update so quickly in order to accommodate such fast learning? We know that the brain

updates at least around 1 KHz (e.g., a spike lasts about 1 ms). Within the half-second time it may

take for the individual to learn the palm tree concept, hundreds of rounds of network iterations

occur. But even this will not be enough to learn a brand new representation. Fast learning does

not imply the distribution of neuronal synapses drastically updates. Instead, it occurs by the

generation of new firing patterns based on the established stable cortical representations (early

and later layers) and the association of the new firing patterns to the corresponding stable motor

actions.

Representation adaptation — Next, we demonstrate the change of the distribution of synapses,

which is expected to be relatively slow according to our above discussion. We performed a com-

parison of how well the best-performing of the algorithms we tested before adapt to a time-varying

distribution. We set up a changing environment as follows.

There are five phases. In the first phase, until time 200,000, the data is drawn from 70 orthog-

onal Laplacian components that span a 70-dimensional space. In the second phase, from time

200,000 to 399,999, the data is drawn from one of 10 new components – meaning we simply use

a different rotation matrix and thus do not increase dimensionality, with a 50% chance or from

one of the original 70 (using the original rotation matrix) with 50% chance. This is motivated by

how a teacher will emphasize new material to the class, and only more briefly review old mate-

rial. In the third phase, from time 400,000 to 599,999, the data is drawn from either 10 brand new

components or the original 70 (50% chance of either). The forth phase, until time 799,999, is sim-

ilar — 10 previously unseen components are introduced. In the fifth phase, until T =1,000,000,

we draw from all 100 possible components (and each has a 1% probability).

We use 100 neurons over all phases (never increases or decreases). So, there are finally 100
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Figure A.2: Comparison of LCA with two other Hebbian learning variants for a time-varying distribution.
(a) shows average error for all available components. There are 70 available until time 200,000, 80 until
400,000, 90 until 600,000 and 100 until 1,000,000. We expect a slight degradation in overall performance
when new data is introduced due to the limited resource always available (100 neurons). The first jump
of LCA at t = 200, 000 is a loss of 3.7% of the distance it had traveled to that point. (b) shows how well
the neurons adapt to the 10 components added at time 200,000 (called newdata1), and then how well they
remember them (they are observed in only the second and fifth phases). Initially, this new data is learned
well. At time 400,000, newdata2 begins to be observed, and newdata1 will not be observed until time
800,000. Note the “forgetting” of the non-LCA methods in comparison to the more graceful degradation
of LCA. The plots focusing on newdata2 and newdata3 are similar.

neurons for 100 components, but in early phases we have extra resource (e.g., in phase one, we

have 100 neurons for 70 components). Results are averaged over 50 runs with different rotation

matrices for each run. They are shown in Fig. A.2 and discussed in the caption. LCA outperforms

the other two variants — it is better at adaptation, and suffers a more graceful forgetting of data

that is not currently observed. We note that the “re-learning” in the last phase does not match

the previously observed performance. This is due to two reasons: the lessening of plasticity for

larger neuron ages, and the increasing of the manifold of the data while retaining only a fixed

representation resource. The superior performance is due to the dual optimality of LCA.

A.3 Lobe Components of Natural Images

The thirteen images available at http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/imageica/

were used as examples of real-world “natural” images, i.e., images whose statistics are representa-
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Figure A.3: Example of a natural image used in the experiment.

tive of the signals we interpret through vision. For the input of each experiment, we incrementally

and select a 16 x 16 pixel patch from a random location in a random image, and concatenate it

into a column vector. One of the images used in the experiment is shown in Figure A.3.

Earlier works such as [93] have already shown the result of LCA when given natural image

input: localized orientation-selective filters that are functionally similar to those found in V1. By

localized, we mean sparse, as most weights converge to zero. Thus, the receptive field of each

neuron develops automatically.

This experiment also shows the effect of a whitening preprocessing on the result. Whitening is

a preprocessing procedure that transforms the signal by projecting each sample along the principle

components, but also adjusting by the scale of each. The whitened sample vector x̂ is computed

from the original sample x as x̂ = Wx, where W = VD is the whitening matrix. V is the

matrix where each principal component v1,v2, ...,vn is a column vector, and D is a diagonal

matrix where the matrix element at row and column i is
1√
λi

, where λi is the eigenvalue of vi.

Figure A.5 shows the result when using LCA on 256 neurons and 1,500,000 whitened input

samples. Each neuron’s weight vector is identical in dimension to the input, so it can also be

displayed as a 16 row and 16 column image. However, it must first be dewhitened in order to dis-

play properly. For example, to restore the original input vector, x = VD−1x̂, is the dewhitening

procedure.

The filters in the image are ordered by the number of times each was the winner during the

procedure. The component with the most wins is at the top left of the image grid, and it progresses

through each row until the one with the least wins, at the bottom right.

Figure A.6 shows the result when whitening is not used. The filters are ordered in the same
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LCA

Figure A.4: Process of deriving orientation-selective features from natural images.

Figure A.5: Lobe components from natural images (with whitening).
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way as the first experiment. In this case, although they do show a preference for certain orien-

tations, most filters are not localized, meaning the receptive fields of each are the entire 16 x 16

window.

Figure A.6: Lobe components from natural images (without whitening)

Due to the speed of both the algorithm and the programmed implementation, these experi-

ments took less than 30 minutes on a Pentium M 2.0GHz PC with 1.0GB memory. The overall

process is summarized in Figure A.4.

Developing a Topographic Map

It is well-known that nearby neurons is the same cortical column respond to similar input [28].

Here, we place all neurons in a two-dimensional “cortical sheet”. The updating rule is slightly

different. Now, instead of only the winner updating, we model lateral excitation, or a neighbor-

hood updating rule. A simple way of doing this is to update all neurons in a three by three grid,

around the winner, weighted by their distance from the center. Note that we enforce the two

amnesic averaging weights to still equal one. Figure A.7 shows the result of 256 neurons after

competing for 1,000,000 whitened samples.
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Figure A.7: Topographic map of lobe components from natural images.

Topographic updating leads to local variations of the same type of filter. Note that the un-

signed version of LCA was used, where the absolute value of the response was taken before

sorting. This is the reason why some nearby filters appear to be inverted.

Principal Components of Natural Images

A popular approach in the appearance-based approach to computer vision is to use the principle

components as the features of the data, e.g., as in [76]. Here we show the principal components of

16 x 16 natural image windows. Figure A.8 shows the result of the first 48 principal components,

displayed as images. Due to the constraints of orthogonality, the lower order components do not

appear to represent anything in particular.

Figure A.8: Principal components from natural images.

We conclude that second and lower-order principal components are mainly useful for linear

dimensionality reduction, not as representative features.
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